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2GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
Georgia Southern University, a Carnegie Doctoral/
Research University, is a member institution of 
the University System of Georgia. It is one of the 
most comprehensive centers of higher education 
in Georgia. A residential campus of more than 
20,500 students, Georgia Southern is one of the top 
universities of choice in Georgia for new freshmen 
and for HOPE Scholars. Students come from 48 
U.S. states and more than 89 nations, bringing 
a broad spectrum of backgrounds, interests and 
talents to the University community.
Georgia Southern’s hallmark is a superior 
educational experience with all of the benefits of 
a major university, but the feel of a much smaller 
college.  It is this combination that serves as 
the foundation for the University’s outstanding 
reputation for academic excellence and focus on 
its students. At Georgia Southern, our students 
value a well-rounded college experience, a faculty 
where professors know their name and their first 
priority is teaching. In addition, students appreciate 
a campus environment that encourages learning 
and growing. With expanding graduate programs 
and opportunities for discovery, Georgia Southern 
also embraces its research mission.
The University offers 124 degree programs at the 
baccalaureate, master’s and doctoral levels through 
eight colleges:  College of Liberal Arts and Social 
Sciences, College of Education, College of Business 
Administration, College of Health and Human 
Sciences, Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health, 
Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and 
Information Technology, College of Science and 
Mathematics and the Jack N. Averitt College of 
Graduate Studies. Georgia Southern is accredited 
by the Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools and has earned special accreditation from 
professional and academic associations that set 
standards in their fields.
The University has been named one of the nation’s 
most environmentally responsible “green colleges” 
by the Princeton Review’s Guide to 322 Green 
Colleges and has been ranked one of the top 
ten most popular universities in the country by 
U.S. News and World Report. The University has 
also been recognized as one of the most military 
friendly schools by multiple publications including 
G.I. Jobs and Military Advanced Education. In 
addition, its outstanding College of Business 
Administration and Nursing programs continue 
to be recognized among the best in the country.
 
Founded in 1906, Georgia Southern has built a 
tradition of spirit, pride and achievement. Located 
in Statesboro, a safe, classic Main Street community 
of approximately 30,000 residents northwest of 
Savannah, the University provides enriching 
cultural and educational opportunities to people of 
all ages, and reaches out to benefit the region and 
state through research and public service.
Georgia Southern’s more than 900-acre campus 
is one of the most beautiful in the state, featuring 
gently rolling lawns, scenic lakes and soaring pines. 
The historic heart of campus is a classic college 
portrait – buildings of red brick and white columns 
framed by live oaks and an archway of pecan trees. 
Beyond the circle of the original buildings, classic 
and contemporary lines blend in an expanding 
horizon of new facilities, connected by a paver-tiled 
walking boulevard called the Pedestrium. During 
the past decade, the University has witnessed 
extraordinary development with the construction 
of new academic, housing and athletics facilities. 
Continued enhancement and growth of the campus 
include a new Biological Sciences building, dining 
and recreational facilities and a state-of-the-art 
football operations center. 
Georgia Southern serves the Coastal Southeast 
region, the state and the Southeast United 
States through research and public services that 
promote educational, economic, cultural and social 
progress through creative solutions to regional 
challenges. Research varies from probing the 
genetic chemistry of disease-spreading parasites 
for keys to their biological control, to advancing 
the economic development of the region. Centers 
for business research and development, rural 
health, international studies, public affairs, 
teacher education, rehabilitation technology, water 
policy and biostatistics involve teams of experts 
working on regional and community concerns. 
The University extends educational opportunities 
through both undergraduate and graduate online 
degree programs and classes accessible from 
anywhere in the world.
Georgia Southern has gained recognition for its 
nationally competitive athletics program. The 
University has 15 Division I teams and is a member 
of the Sun Belt Conference, Across-the-board 
commitment to excellence has resulted in an 
unprecedented six NCAA Football Championship 
Series (FCS) football national championships 
and NCAA participation in men’s and women’s 
basketball, baseball, golf, softball, women’s tennis, 
women’s track and field and volleyball.
The University also has an active alumni program 
serving more than 75,000 alumni around the world. 
Some of the University’s prominent alumni include 
country music star Luke Bryan; Mike Davis, 
Executive Director of the U.S. Golf Association 
(USGA); Hala Moddlemog, President of the Metro 
Atlanta Chamber;  and Dan Cathy, President and 
Chief Operating Officer of Chick-fil-A. 
For more information, visit the University’s home 
page www.GeorgiaSouthern.edu.
3ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
THE SYMBOLS OF ACADEMIC TRADITION
The Mace
Leading the Processional of faculty and administration is the 
Macebearer, the faculty member holding the rank of professor 
with the highest seniority of service at Georgia Southern 
University.
The Mace is a two-and-one-half foot shaft and sphere of cast 
Everdur Bronze and carved American walnut. This 
representation of the ceremonial symbol of office and 
authority was designed and crafted in 1988 by Thomas P. 
Steadman, Associate Professor of Art. Its angular forms 
and low-gloss finishes are reminiscent of the medieval 
battle mace from which the more scepter-like academic 
mace evolved.
The design of the Mace blends forms suggested by 
native flora of South Georgia. The magnolia leaves 
and stems encircling the head of the mace in a double 
helix symbolize Georgia Southern’s link with its region. A 
small ballast rock, found on the Georgia coast and traced to 
probable British origin, is embedded in the finial base of the 
shaft representing the foundation of the institution.
Regalia
The history of academic attire is also traced to the Middle Ages 
when it may have been necessary for scholars to wear gowns 
and cowls for warmth in the unheated halls of academe of 
the period. The robes and hoods have evolved as ceremonial 
garments signifying level of degree, academic field, and the 
awarding institution.
Today’s gowns for baccalaureate, masters, education specialist, 
and doctoral degrees are made of a rayon blend, always black. 
Bachelors gowns have pointed sleeves and are worn closed. The 
gowns for the masters and specialist degree, also worn closed, 
have an oblong sleeve with a base that hangs open at the wrist. 
The doctoral gowns have bell-shaped sleeves which may be 
worn open or closed. It is the tradition of Georgia Southern 
to reserve hoods for masters and education specialist degree 
candidates. These hoods are black, three and one-half feet long, 
lined with the official colors of the institution, and trimmed in 
velvet in the color of the degree field.
Caps in the form of mortarboards are made of cotton poplin 
or a similar material. The tassel is the color which reflects the 
degree.
The ornamental braided cord draped over the left shoulder of 
some of the baccalaureate graduates is called a fourragère. The 
design follows French military tradition and signifies special 
recognition of baccalaureate students graduating with honors.
Banners
Banners representing each of the eight Colleges, the Center for 
International Studies, and the University Library are displayed 
at Commencement.  Representation of the Banners signifies 
the colors of disciplines in the Colleges, and celebrates the 
University’s academic programs. 
Graduation with Honors
Undergraduate students, who accomplish a high level of 
academic achievement, as reflected by their grade point 
average, receive distinction as follows:
Grade Point Average:
3.5-3.69 Cum Laude
3.7-3.89 Magna Cum Laude
3.9-4.0 Summa Cum Laude
Students graduating with honors are distinguished at 
commencement exercises by a blue and white honor cord 
attached to the left shoulder of their gowns.  Their distinction 
is recognized by notation on their diplomas and in their 
academic transcripts.
NOTE: Since programs are prepared in advance of the receipt 
of final grades, the listing of graduates and honor recipients may, 
in some instances, be inaccurate.  Also, in addition to GPA, there 
are other requirements to qualify for graduation with honors. 
The fact of graduation and the receipt of honors are validated 
by the students’ permanent records which are kept by the Office 
of the Registrar.
University Honors Program Scholars
The University Honors Program (UHP) offers a special Honors 
curriculum to a select group of academically talented students. 
In addition to high academic standards, the Program requires a 
substantial commitment to community service and experiential 
learning.  The diplomas of graduating University Honors 
Program Scholars are distinguished by the UHP designation. 
University Honors Program 1906 Scholars
The 1906 Scholarship is the most prestigious award for 
incoming freshmen in the University Honors Program.  In 
addition to their participation in the University Honors 
Program, these students enroll in a sequence of additional 
seminars dedicated to service, leadership and research.  
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5ACADEMIC COLORS
Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies
Light Blue Doctor of Education
Apricot Doctor of Nursing Practice
Royal Blue            Doctor of Philosophy
Citron Doctor of Psychology
Light Blue Education Specialist
Drab Master of Accounting
 Master of Arts
White  English
White  History
White  Social Science
White  Sociology
White  Spanish
Light Blue Master of Arts in Teaching
Drab  Master of Business Administration
Light Blue  Master of Education
Brown Master of Fine Arts
Pink Master of Music
Peacock Blue Master of Public Administration
 Master of Science
Drab  Applied Economics
Science Gold  Biology
Science Gold  Computer Science
Sage Green  Kinesiology
Science Gold  Mathematics
Citron  Psychology
Sage Green  Recreation Administration
Sage Green  Sport Management
Orange Master of Science in Applied Engineering
Apricot Master of Science in Nursing
Orange Master of Technology
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
Salmon Pink  Doctor of Public Health
Kelly Green Master of Healthcare Administration
Salmon Pink Master of Public Health
Sage Green Bachelor of Science in Public Health
Center for International Studies
 Bachelor of Arts
Aquamarine  International Studies
 Bachelor of Science
Aquamarine  International Trade
College of Business Administration
 Bachelor of Arts
Copper  Economics
Drab Bachelor of Business Administration
 Bachelor of Science
Maroon  Hotel and Restaurant Management
College of Education
Light Blue Bachelor of Science in Education
Allen E. Paulson College of
Engineering and Information Technology
 Bachelor of Science
Science Gold  Computer Science
Orange Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Orange Bachelor of Science in 
  Civil Engineering Technology
Orange Bachelor of Science in Construction
Orange Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Orange Bachelor of Science in 
  Electrical Engineering Technology
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Information Technology
Orange Bachelor of Science in 
  Mechanical Engineering
Orange Bachelor of Science in 
  Mechanical Engineering Technology
College of Health and Human Sciences
 Bachelor of Science
Maroon  Child and Family Development
Maroon  Fashion Merchandising and Apparel Design
Maroon  Interior Design
Maroon  Nutrition and Food Science
Sage Green  Recreation
Sage Green  Sport Management
Sage Green Bachelor of Science in Athletic Training
Sage Green Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
Apricot Bachelor of Science in Nursing
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
 Bachelor of Arts
Science Gold  Anthropology
Brown  Art
Crimson  Communication Arts
White  English
White  History
White  Modern Languages
Pink  Music
Dark Blue  Philosophy
Dark Blue  Political Science
Brown  Theatre
White  Writing and Linguistics
Brown Bachelor of Fine Arts
Gold & White Bachelor of General Studies
Pink Bachelor of Music
 Bachelor of Science
Silver  Communication Studies
Crimson  Journalism
Crimson  Multimedia Communication
Dark Blue  Political Science
Citron  Psychology
Crimson  Public Relations
White  Sociology
Orange Bachelor of Science in 
  Graphic Communications Management
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Justice Studies
College of Science and Mathematics
 Bachelor of Arts
Science Gold  Biology
Science Gold  Chemistry
Science Gold  Geography
Science Gold  Geology
Science Gold  Physics and Astronomy
 Bachelor of Science
Science Gold  Geography
Science Gold  Geology
Science Gold  Mathematics
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Biology
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
Science Gold Bachelor of Science in Physics
6EMERITUS FACULTY
President Keel has recommended to the Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia that the following faculty members be 
granted emeritus status upon retirement:
Dr. Donald J. Armel, Professor of Graphic Communications 
Management, is retiring December 31, 2014. Dr. Armel received his 
B.S. from Indiana State University in both Printing Management 
and Vocational Education and a M.S. in Vocational Education also 
from Indiana State University. He earned his Ph.D. in Instructional 
Technology (1994) from Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, 
having completed a dissertation on the effects of computer-based 
note taking on achievement and instructional completion time. Dr. 
Armel joined the faculty of Georgia Southern as an associate professor 
in 1996 and was promoted to full professor in 2002. At the time of 
his retirement, he will have completed 18 years of distinguished 
service. As director of the Center for Printability, Dr. Armel provided 
knowledge expertise to the printing industry through original 
research projects and engaging in product testing for commercial 
clients. The largest project was related to predicting printability 
characteristics for linerboards. It consisted of 1800 variables—each 
tested on a print simulator and measured for three characteristics. 
In 2005, Dr. Armel assumed responsibility for coordinating the 
Graphic Communications Management program. In an effort to 
build the program, he focused on engaging high school programs 
by becoming a presenter at technology teacher conferences, building 
a website as a teacher resource, and judging student competitions. 
Dr. Armel’s most recent scholarship relates to the American printing 
history, documenting 200 years of printers beginning with the British 
colonies. To date, over 3000 printers have been documented with 
the last 20 years left to complete. Throughout his career, Dr. Armel 
engaged in service, ranging from serving on academic accreditation 
councils and visitation teams; high school advisory boards; Georgia 
academic standard committees; to department, college, and 
university committees. In recognition of his many contributions to 
the department, college, University, and profession, Dr. Donald J. 
Armel is awarded the title of Professor Emeritus.
Dr. John R. Diebolt, Associate Dean of the College of Graduate 
Studies and Professor of Biology will retire December 31, 2014. Dr. 
Diebolt earned his Bachelor of Arts (1963) and Master of Science 
degrees (1965) in Biology from Emporia State University, and his 
Ph.D. in Zoology from the University of Oklahoma (1974). He 
began his academic career at Muskingum College in Ohio where he 
served as an Instructor in the Biology Department. He also taught at 
Queens College in Charlotte, North Carolina, the University of North 
Carolina in Charlotte, and the University of South Carolina in Sumter 
where he also held an administrative position. He served as Director 
of Off-Campus Programs at West Virginia University before coming 
to Georgia Southern in 1992. Since joining the faculty at Georgia 
Southern, Dr. Diebolt has served as the Associate Dean in the College 
of Graduate Studies and Professor of Biology as well as served as the 
Acting Associate Dean in the College of Education (2002-2003). At 
the time of his retirement, Dr. Diebolt will have provided 22 years of 
service to the institution. During his career, he has made numerous 
presentations at regional and national conferences on distance and 
graduate education along with journal publications on continuing 
education and in his scientific discipline. Dr. Diebolt has served on 
numerous university committees and has chaired the Institutional 
Review Board, the System-Wide Administrative Committee on 
Graduate Work, and the Administrative Committee on Graduate 
Work Graduate Education Vision Statement Sub-Committee. He 
has professional affiliation with the Council of Graduate Schools, 
the Conference of Southern Graduate Schools, and has served on 
the Conference of Southern Graduate Schools’ Committee on Issues 
and Planning and on the Conference of Southern Graduate Schools’ 
Annual Meeting Best Master’s Thesis Award Selection Committee. 
In recognition of his meritorious contributions and service to the 
University, Dr. John R. Diebolt is awarded the title of Associate Dean 
and Professor Emeritus of Biology.
 Dr. Susie Lanier, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, retired June 
30, 2014. Dr. Lanier earned her Bachelor of Science in Education in 
Mathematics (1981) and Master of Science in Teaching (1983) from 
Georgia Southern College. She received her Ph.D. in Mathematics 
Education (1999) from the University of Georgia. After teaching 
for several years at local high schools, Dr. Lanier began teaching at 
Georgia Southern on a part time basis in 1983. She transitioned into 
a full-time position and earned promotion to Assistant Professor 
in 1996. Dr. Lanier was an outstanding teacher of learning support, 
core level mathematics, and mathematics education undergraduate 
and graduate courses. She provided exceptional service in all areas, 
but excelled in providing support to teachers around the state. She 
has been recognized for this service with the John Neff Award from 
the Georgia Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2006), the College 
of Science and Technology Service Award (2010), and the Georgia 
Southern University Award for Excellence in Service (2008). These 
awards also reward Dr. Lanier for her many years as chair of the 
Annual Invitational Mathematics Tournament held at Georgia 
Southern each spring. Dr. Lanier was involved in numerous teacher 
training grants and published several scholarly works in the area of 
mathematics education during her 31 years at Georgia Southern. For 
her many contributions to the department, college, University, and 
profession, Dr. Susie Lanier has earned the title of Assistant Professor 
Emerita of Mathematics.
Dr. John Thomas Lloyd, Professor of Literature and Philosophy, 
retired July 1, 2014. Dr. Lloyd received his B.A. in English (1973) 
from Dartmouth College, a second B.A. (1976) and a M.A. (1990) 
from Corpus Christi College, Cambridge University (1990), and his 
Ph.D. in English Literature (1983) from the University of Wisconsin, 
having completed a dissertation on Carlyle and Schiller. Dr. Lloyd 
joined the faculty at Georgia Southern as an assistant professor in 
1984, was promoted to associate professor in 1991, and became a 
full professor in 1998. His book, Crises of Realism: Representing 
the Experience in the British Novel, 1816-1910, was published by 
Bucknell University Press in 1997. In this well-received book, Dr. 
Lloyd examines the conflict between chaos and idealism in the work 
of nineteenth-century British writers such as Jane Austen, Charlotte 
Bronte, George Eliot, and Thomas Hardy. Dr. Lloyd was a popular 
professor who taught a wide range of classes, from World Literature 
and interdisciplinary Humanities classes to specialized upper-level 
courses in the British novel. Students described him as a brilliant and 
exciting professor who both inspired and challenged them. His classes 
on Jane Austen were especially loved by students, and competition 
was keen to register for his final Jane Austen class, which he offered 
as a Senior Seminar in the spring of 2013. Dr. Lloyd also performed 
important service for Georgia Southern and the Department of 
Literature and Philosophy. He was the first director of the graduate 
program in English, and later served as an advisor to English majors 
and chaired a variety of curricular and search committees in the 
department, as well as serving on many college-level committees and 
on the Faculty Senate. In recognition of his many contributions to 
the department, college, University, and profession, Dr. John Thomas 
Lloyd is awarded the title of Professor Emeritus.
Dr. Mary R. Marwitz, Associate Professor of Writing and Linguistics, 
is retiring on December 31, 2014. Dr. Marwitz received her Ph.D. in 
English from the University of South Carolina in 1998. She earned 
an additional terminal degree beyond her doctorate when she was 
awarded a M.F.A. in Creative Writing in 2009 from the University 
of New Orleans, and she is a summer fellow of the National Writing 
Project at Armstrong State University in Savannah. She earned her 
M.A. in English in 1982 from Baylor University and her B.S.Ed. 
in English (cum laude) from Georgia Southern College in 1972. 
She began her teaching career as a temporary full-time instructor 
at Georgia Southern in 1996, thus putting her in her 19th year of 
service. She has taught numerous courses in the area of writing, 
including courses on travel, food writing, and reading as a writer. Her 
scholarly activities include a wide variety of conference presentations 
and publications on topics such as audience, style, critical thinking, 
creative nonfiction, and Bobbie Ann Mason, among others. Her 
publications have appeared in a range of venues from edited 
collections to Studies in American Culture to Pedagogy to Teaching 
English in the Two-Year College. She has likewise made presentations 
in settings that include The Conference on College Composition 
and Communication as well as the Associated Writing Programs 
7HONORARY DEGREES AWARDED BY GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
The Board of Regents approves the awarding of a highly-selective 
honorary degree, which is conferred by University System 
of Georgia institutions to recognize individuals of notable 
achievement in an academic field, the arts and letters, their 
profession, or public service. Since 1996, Georgia Southern 
University has been privileged to confer Honorary Doctoral 
Degrees to the exceptional individuals listed below.
 BETTY FOY SANDERS Doctor of Fine Arts August 11, 1996 
 THE HONORABLE CARL SANDERS Doctor of Laws August 11, 1996 
 ALLEN E. PAULSON Doctor of Science June 14, 1997
 THE HONORABLE F. EVERETT WILLIAMS Doctor of Humane Letters December 8, 1997 
 JACKIE ANDERSON STRANGE Doctor of Letters June 14, 1998 
 THE HONORABLE ARTHUR GIGNILLIAT Doctor of Humane Letters December 19, 1998 
 WILLIAM FREEMAN Doctor of Letters May 8, 1999 
 EMMA KELLY Doctor of Fine Arts May 9, 1999 
 EUGENE M. BISHOP Doctor of Letters May 13, 2000
 HALA MODDLEMOG Doctor of Letters May 5, 2007
 LUIS A. AGUILAR Doctor of Public Service May 11, 2013
Conference and others. During her years of service to Georgia 
Southern, Dr. Marwitz served on nearly three dozen departmental, 
college, and university committees. In recognition of her meritorious 
contributions and service to the department, college, University, 
and profession, Dr. Mary Marwitz is awarded the title of Associate 
Professor Emerita of Writing and Linguistics.
Dr. J. Michael McDonald, the Dixie Crystals Professor of Business, 
is retiring December 31, 2014. Dr. McDonald received his B.S. from 
Georgia Institute of Technology in Industrial Management, with 
Honors. He received an M.Ed. in Counseling Psychology from 
the University of Georgia, with a major in Industrial/Vocational 
Psychology. His Ph.D. in Business Administration (1976) is from the 
University of Georgia. Dr. McDonald joined the faculty of Georgia 
Southern as a Professor of Management in 1987 and became the 
Dixie Crystals endowed Professor of Business in 1990. At the time 
of his retirement, he will have completed 27 years of distinguished 
service. As the director of the College of Business Graduate Studies, 
Dr. McDonald provided knowledge, leadership, and direction that led 
to 12 years of continued success of those programs. In this role, Dr. 
McDonald administered the M.B.A. program, the M.Acc. program, 
and the WebMBA. Dr. McDonald received the Rutherford Award 
for Excellence in Teaching and Service to the MBA program, along 
with four other college and university teaching awards, including 
the Gamma Beta Phi Scholastic Society Professor of the Year award 
for Teaching Excellence. Additionally, he published over 40 peer-
reviewed articles and papers in a variety of journals, meetings, and 
proceedings. Throughout his career, Dr. McDonald has engaged in 
service, ranging from chairing departmental committees to writing 
college and University accreditation reports. Finally, Dr. McDonald 
has worked tirelessly with local, regional and national businesses, 
providing continuing education programs and consulting services, in 
the fields of management and leadership. In recognition of his many 
contributions to the department, college, University, and profession, 
Dr. J. Michael McDonald is awarded the title of Professor Emeritus.
Dr. T. Bruce McLean, Associate Professor of Mathematics, retired 
June 30, 2014. Dr. McLean earned his Bachelor of Science in 
Education in Mathematics (1963) from Ohio Northern University and 
his Master of Arts in Mathematics (1965) from Bowling Green State 
University. He received his Ph.D. in Mathematics (1971) from the 
University of Kentucky. Prior to joining Georgia Southern in 1980, Dr. 
McLean taught at Virginia Tech, James Madison University, Eastern 
Kentucky University, and Ohio Northern University. In addition, he 
held positions in industry, including teaching positions. Dr. McLean 
taught a wide variety of courses for the department. Whether it was 
core level mathematics, service courses for other majors, computer 
programming, or graduate level mathematics courses, Dr. McLean 
provided students with an outstanding learning experience in the 
classroom. His expertise in technology, computers, and mathematics, 
led to his popularity as an educational and industrial consultant. These 
interests also resulted in numerous publications and presentations 
that showcased Dr. McLean’s talents to a wide and diverse audience. He 
performed outstanding service at all levels, including the community, 
using his talents to coach local mathematics teams for many years. 
In his 34 years at Georgia Southern, Dr. McLean was an outstanding 
teacher, scholar, and colleague. For his many contributions to the 
department, college, University, and profession, Dr. T. Bruce McLean 
has earned the title of Associate Professor Emeritus of Mathematics.
Dr. Sharon Tracy, Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology, 
retired July 31, 2014. Dr. Tracy received her B.A. in Political Science 
and English from Southern Illinois University and her M.P.A. 
from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. She joined the Political 
Science Department at Georgia Southern University in 1989, after 
earning her Doctor of Public Administration from the University 
of Southern California. Over the course of her 25 year career at 
Georgia Southern University, Dr. Tracy distinguished herself as a true 
teacher-scholar. Her scholarship focused on understanding young 
offenders, particularly their participation in gangs in the United 
States, leading her to collaborate with local agencies to understand 
gang membership in Georgia. Dr. Tracy was professionally involved in 
numerous scholarly and professional organizations, including, among 
others, the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences, Pi Alpha Alpha, 
Signma Phi Alpha, and the Georgia Gang Investigators Association; 
she serves on the National Social Sciences Association National 
Governing Board. Dr. Tracy served on numerous committees for the 
Department, in the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, and 
in service of the University. She also served on multitudes of graduate 
internship and oral examination committees. Most notable, however, 
is the role played by Dr. Tracy as a teacher. A perennial favorite of 
students, her courses, which included Gangs, Drugs, and Criminal 
Justice, as well as Hate and Bias Crimes, among numerous others, were 
popular draws on campus. In recognition of her meritorious service 
to Georgia Southern University, in particular within the College of 
Liberal Arts and Social Sciences and the Department of Criminal 
Justice and Criminology, Dr. Sharon Tracy is awarded the title of 
Professor Emerita of Criminal Justice and Criminology.  
8College of Education
College of Business Administration
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
9:00 A.M. Ceremony
ACKNOWLEDGMENTSFACULTY MARSHALS
Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies
College of Education
College of Business Administration 
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
READERS
College of Education
 
College of Business Administration
Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public Health
THE PLATFORM PARTY
JOHN R. DIEBOLT, Ph.D., Associate Dean and Professor, Jack N. 
Averitt College of Graduate Studies
DEVON JENSEN, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Leadership, Technology, 
and Human Development
NANCY M. ARRINGTON, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Teaching 
and Learning
ANTONIO P. GUTIERREZ, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Curriculum, 
Foundations, and Reading
TIMOTHY D. CAIRNEY, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Accountancy
BILL Z. YANG, Ph.D., Professor, Finance and Economics
JAMES H. STEPHENS, D.H.A., Associate Professor, Health Policy 
and Management
STUART H. TEDDERS, Ph.D., Associate Dean and Professor, College 
of Public Health
C. AMELIA DAVIS, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Curriculum, 
Foundations, and Reading
AMANDA WALL, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Teaching and Learning
STEVEN D. CHARLIER, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Management
STEPHANIE R. SIPE, J.D., Associate Professor, Accountancy
RAYMONA H. LAWRENCE, Dr.P.H., Assistant Professor, 
Community Health
RACHEL DEBRA SCHWARTZ, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Health 
Policy and Management
BROOKS A. KEEL, Ph.D., President
ROB ANDERSON, Ph.D., Vice Chancellor for Educational Access 
and Success, University System of Georgia
JEAN E. BARTELS, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President for Academic 
Affairs
ROBERT L. WHITAKER, M.B.A., Vice President for Business and 
Finance
SALINDA A. ARTHUR, M.S., Vice President for University 
Advancement and President, Georgia Southern University 
Foundation
TERESA E. THOMPSON, Ph.D., Vice President for Student Affairs 
and Enrollment Management
STEVEN C. BURRELL, Ed.D., Vice President for Information 
Technology/Chief Information Officer
CHARLES E. PATTERSON, Ph.D., Vice President for Research 
and Economic Development and Dean, Jack N. Averitt College of 
Graduate Studies
RUSSELL T. KEEN, B.B.A., Vice President for Government Relations 
and Community Engagement
THOMAS R. KOBALLA, JR., Ph.D., Dean, College of Education
ALLEN C. AMASON, Ph.D., Dean, College of Business Administration
GREGORY EVANS, Ph.D., Dean, Jiann-Ping Hsu College of Public 
Health
PATRICIA B. HUMPHREY, Ph.D., Moderator, Faculty Senate
VELMA S. BURDEN, Ed.D., Registrar
AZELL M. FRANCIS, B.S., President, Student Government 
Association and Graduate Student, Applied Engineering
9*AUDIENCE PLEASE STAND
We would like to thank the ROTC Cadets and other Georgia Southern University volunteers for their assistance with today’s ceremony.
PROGRAM
*PROCESSIONAL
          MACEBEARER
INTRODUCTION OF THE PRESIDENT
WELCOME
MEDITATION
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
RECOGNITION OF EMERITUS FACULTY
CONFERRING OF GRADUATE DEGREES
RECOGNITION OF HONOR GRADUATES
CONFERRING OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
*ALMA MATER
*RECESSIONAL
Pomp and Circumstance (Military March No. 1, Op. 39) by 
Edward Elgar
Performed by:  KARLA JAN ROCKER, D.M., Academic 
Services Professional and Adjunct Instructor, Music
PATRICIA B. HUMPHREY, Ph.D., Associate Professor, 
Mathematical Sciences
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
DEAN AMASON
DEAN DAVOUD
DR. ROB ANDERSON
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
DEAN PATTERSON
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
PROVOST BARTELS
DEAN KOBALLA
DEAN AMASON
DEAN EVANS
SYDNEY JORDAN SEWELL, Graduating Senior, Bachelor of 
Music
Wedding Day at Troldhaugen by Grieg
Performed by:  KARLA JAN ROCKER, D.M., Academic 
Services Professional and Adjunct Instructor, Music
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Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Hollis Derek Cone
 B.A., Georgia Southern University, 1990
 M.Ed., Georgia College & State University, 1999
 Ed.S., Georgia College & State University, 2003
 Dissertation:  Development and Support of Dual Language
 Policies
 Major Professor: Yasar Bodur, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
William Neal Tam
 B.S.A., University of Georgia, 1990
 B.S.Ed., Augusta State University, 2002
 M.Ed., Augusta State University, 2006
 Ed.S., Augusta State University, 2007
 Dissertation:  An Investigation into the Decision-Making
 Processes of Legislators Engaged in Public Policy Matters
 Regarding Education
 Major Professor: Paul M. Brinson, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Kerry Greenstein
 B.A., Rider University, 2003
 M.Ed., University of Delaware, 2005
 Ed.S., Georgia Southern University, 2011
 Dissertation: A Case Study Evaluation of a Behavior
 Assessment Team: Faculty and Staff Perspectives 
 Major Professor: Daniel W. Calhoun, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
John H. McMoy III
 B.A., Auburn University-Montgomery, 1975
 M.A., University of Tennessee, 1978
 M.B.A., Vanderbilt University, 1999
 Dissertation:  Transformational Leadership and a Culture of
 Efficacy:  A Search for Correlation in the Alabama Two-Year
 College System
 Major Professor:  Lucindia Chance, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Tonisha L. Johnson
 B.I.T., American Intercontinental University-Dunwoody,
 2002
 M.S., Troy State University, 2008
 Ed.S., Lincoln Memorial University, 2009
 Dissertation:  21st Century Provision of Services-Secondary
 Special Education Teacher’s Perceptions of Transition
 Competencies
 Major Professor:  Kymberly H. Drawdy, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration 
Stascia Renee Anderson Hardy
 B.S., Auburn University, 1989
 M.A., Central Michigan University, 2004
 Ed.S., Georgia Southern University, 2009
 Dissertation:  Embracing a Diverse Curriculum in University
 Teacher Preparation Programs
 Major Professor:  Brenda Marina, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Allison Victoria Gorman
 B.S., University of Georgia, 2006
 M.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2008
 Dissertation:  The Use of Strategic Intent by Post-Secondary
 Institutions in Becoming Military Friendly
 Major Professor:  Teri Denlea Melton, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
Laurie Bastarache Mascolo
 B.S., University of Maine-Farmington, 1993
 M.S., Central Connecticut State University, 2005
 Dissertation:  Leading through Laughter:  Humor and
 Perceived Effectiveness of P-12 Principals
 Major Professor:  Teri Denlea Melton, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Educational Administration
James Alexander Thompson IV
 B.S.A., University of Georgia, 1991
 M.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2004
 Ed.S., Georgia Southern University, 2009
 Dissertation:  Instructional Technology Integration and
 Situational Interest in Math
 Major Professor:  Teri Denlea Melton, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Cathy Gail Powell
 B.S., Georgia Southern University, 1993
 M.P.A., Georgia Southern University, 1996
 M.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2003
 Dissertation: Teacher Perceptions of the Relationship
 Between Professional Development in Differentiated
 Instruction and Student Outcomes in High School Social 
 Studies
 Major Professor: Yasar Bodur, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Melvin Timothy Ratcliff
 B.S., University of Southern Mississippi, 1995
 M.S.W., University of Southern Mississippi, 1997
 Dissertation: Suspensions, Expulsions, and the Black
 Masculine Student-Body:  The Problematization of
 Exclusionary Discipline in Schools
 Major Professor:  Daniel Chapman, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Lisa Karen Heusel
 B.S.H.E., University of Georgia, 1981
 M.Ed., Armstrong Atlantic State University, 2007
 Dissertation:  May I Walk Beside You?  Exploring the Journey
 into the Careers of African American Women in Childcare
 through their Stories
 Major Professor:  Grigory Dmitriyev, Ed.D.
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Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Diane Marshall
 B.S., Auburn University, 1992
 M.Ed., Auburn University, 2000
 Ed.S., Columbus State University, 2004
 Dissertation: Classwork as a Means to Gaining Equity in the
 General Education Classroom:  Perceptions of Students
 Receiving Special Education Services
 Major Professor:  Kymberly H. Drawdy, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Otha Jermaine Hall
 B.S.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2006
 M.Ed., Georgia College & State University, 2007
 Ed.S., Georgia College & State University, 2008
 Dissertation:  African American Teenage Males Speak Out:
 The  Influence of African American Males on the Academic 
 Achievement, Identities, and Lives of African American
 Males 
 Major Professor:  Ming Fang He, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Jing Sun
 B.A., Huazhong Normal University, 2007
 M.Ed., Huazhong Normal University, 2009
 Dissertation: Youth Culture in China: A Multiperspectival
 Cultural Studies Analysis
 Major Professor:  Ming Fang He, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Donna Susan Troupe
 B.S., Middle Tennessee State University, 1982
 M.Ed., West Georgia College, 1989
 Ed.S., West Georgia College, 1994
 Dissertation: Untold Stories and Silenced Voices: Lives
 Inside a North Georgia Elementary School
 Major Professor:  Ming Fang He, Ph.D
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Shelly Geiger Nelson
 B.B.A., Georgia Southern University, 2007
 M.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2009
 Dissertation: Educational Technology and Mindful Learning
 in the Classroom
 Major Professor: Robert Lake, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Cathy L. Griffin
 B.S., Mercer University, 2001
 M.Ed., Brenau University, 2006
 Dissertation:  Transition From Brick and Mortar to Online:
 Middle-School Teachers’ Perspectives
 Major Professor:  Hsiu-Lien Lu, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Alicia Simmons Campbell
 B.S., Mercer University, 1992
 M.Ed., Georgia Southwestern State University, 2001
 Dissertation:  The Screen Speaks: Media and Disability in
 Schooling
 Major Professor: Julie Maudlin, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Barbara Day McCollum
 B.S., North Georgia College, 1979
 M.Ed., North Georgia College, 1982
 Ed.S., Georgia College & State University, 2008
 Dissertation:  The Caring Beliefs and Practices of Effective
 Teachers
 Major Professor:  Dan Rea, Ed.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Sarah Carpenter Mayberry
 B.S.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2002
 M.Ed., Georgia Southern University, 2004
 Dissertation:  A Mixed Methods Case Study Exploring
 the Outcomes of Implementing a Digital Learning
 Management System in a Fourth Grade Language Arts
 Classroom
 Major Professor:  Judith Repman, Ph.D.
Doctor of Education
Curriculum Studies
Eileen Mary Emerson
 B.S., Kansas State University, 1996
 M.Ed., Cambridge College, 2006
 Dissertation:  The Need for Reform: Exploring Historical
 and Cultural Representations of Identity and Equality in
 Irish National Schools
 Major Professor:  John Weaver, Ph.D.
Doctor of Philosophy
Logistics/Supply Chain Management
Mertcan Tascioglu
 B.B.A., Sakarya University, 2007
 M.B.A., Cleveland State University, 2011
 Dissertation: Consumers’ Perceptions Towards Sustainability:
 A Cross-Cultural Analysis
 Major Professor:  Jacqueline Eastman, Ph.D.
Doctor of Philosophy
Logistics/Supply Chain Management
Donnie F. Williams, Jr.
 B.B.A., Georgia Southern University, 2008
 M.B.A., Georgia Southern University, 2012
 Dissertation: An Investigation of the Barriers to Innovation
 and the Factors Necessary to Overcome Those Barriers in
 Third-party Logistics Service Providers 
 Major Professor:  Stephen Rutner, Ph.D.
Doctor of Public Health
Community Health Behavior and Education
Ravneet Kaur
 B.D.S., Kurukshetra University, 2007
 M.B.A., Sikkim Manipal University, 2009
 Dissertation:  Knowledge, Attitude and Behavioral Intention
 about Cancer of Oral Cavity and Pharynx among Public
 Health Students in Southeast Georgia
 Major Professor:  Moya Alfonso, Ph.D.
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Doctor of Public Health
Community Health Behavior and Education
Amanda Lowe-DuBose
 B.S., Xavier University of Louisiana, 2006
 M.P.H., Mercer University, 2008
 Dissertation:  Obesity, Food Security and the Impact on
 Perceptions and Behaviors Toward Dietary Nutrition in Low
 Income Women in Georgia
 Major Professor:  Moya Alfonso, Ph.D.
Doctor of Public Health
Community Health Behavior and Education
 Dziyana Nazaruk
 B.H.S., Armstrong Atlantic State University, 2006
 M.S.S.M., Armstrong Atlantic State University, 2008
 M.P.H., Armstrong Atlantic State University, 2011
 Dissertation:  The Determinants of Physical Activity in Rural
 Women, Ages 20-44 Years
 Major Professor:  Stuart Tedders, Ph.D.
Doctor of Public Health
Public Health Leadership
Divine C. Offoegbu
 B.S., Tuskegee University, 2003
 M.P.H., Morehouse School of Medicine, 2008
 Dissertation:  Examining the Relationships and Patterns of
 Adult Patient Deviation in Populations of Disparity for
 Colorectal Cancer Screening in Southeast Georgia
 Major Professor:  Gerald Ledlow, Ph.D.
Doctor of Public Health
Public Health Leadership
Katie Marie Mercer
 B.A., Augusta State University, 2003
 M.P.H., Armstrong Atlantic State University, 2005
 Dissertation:  An Examination of Self-Reported Factors
 Associated with the Participation in HIV Risk Behaviors
 among Individuals Aged 54-65 in Georgia
 Major Professor:  Robert Vogel, Ph.D.
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OF GRADUATE STUDIES
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Education Specialist  
Stormye Danielle Brantley  
Kimberly Denise Brown  
Cara Burban  
Ellen Christie Burrell  
Temeka Tawann Butts  
Brandi Nichole Cameron  
Aunjae L. Cary  
Kelly Coffey Colvin  
Georgia Gray Gibbs Dess  
Jacqueline Yvonne Dorsey  
Amanda Aileen Ellis  
Adriene Jamal Fennell  
Douglas Goss  
Lauren Hagey  
Lauren Ana Hale  
Kathryn R. Huling  
Donna Peacock Hutcheson  
Cicely Denise Jackson  
Angela Parr Jones  
Ruben Joyner, Jr.  
Timothy Aaron Keag  
Elizabeth Kapuakeaonalani Keefe  
Stephen Justin Keith  
Lori T. Lancaster  
Jessica Ann Loiacono  
Johnetta De’Andra Moore  
George Leo Morgan III  
Megan Elaine Morris  
Raushanah Qadriyyah Boney Oglesby 
Marcia Tonya Outler  
Mary L. Paradis  
Alyssa Hope Prater  
Lakita Cherelle Reese  
Amy Lynn Sellers Smith  
Alice E. Sodjago  
Jamie Martin Thomas  
Shante Latoya Thompson  
Susan Munn Venable  
 
Master of Arts in Teaching
Jeffrey Baisch  
Yanina A. Gendelman  
Zachary Anderson Giebner  
Eric S. Gray  
Jennifer Mae Jones  
Jada Mock  
Sarah Jones Peterson  
Deirdre Wade Roberson  
Master of Education
Samantha Jo Adams  
Sierra Michelle Adams  
William Daryl Allison  
Amber Brantley Attaway  
Mallory Barrett Bailey  
Cierrá Marshauntenita Barksdale  
Rhonda Renee Barnard  
Deidra Moreño Baxter  
Stacy D. Beason  
Mark Headrick Beckler  
Mary Elizabeth Blasingame  
Rebekah N. Bowen  
Joy Beth Kinlaw Brady  
Stephanie Ann Brearley  
Monica H. Brister 
LeAmber Sariece Brooks  
Manzie Theardric Broxton II  
Lori Wheeless Buchanan  
Josey Dalton Cameron  
Breanna Morris Carter  
Tara Nicole Carter  
Courtney Collins  
Samantha Elaine Cook  
Naketa Cooper  
Mariah Javone Crew  
Bianca Jerí Croutch  
Robyn Ashley Davis  
Nicole Marie Delrow  
Amber TaHeera Dunn  
Morgan Leigh Elliott  
Chelsea Evans  
Caroline Ashley Falk  
Angela Wong Falkenberg  
Tracey Denise Farris  
Michele Feldman  
Shanna A. Floyd  
Haley Moore Foster  
LaPorschea T. Gamble  
Amanda Shalise Gilliland  
Miguel Lamar Gilmore  
Jeremiah Thomas Graham  
Amandalynn Danielle Green  
Alexa Grell  
Christina M. Hall  
Kylie Eliza Hall  
Tamara Smith Harrell  
Meredith Ann Head  
Tamoco O. Hill  
Jessica Maret Hint  
Patrice Hunter  
Felton David Jackson, Jr.  
Charlotte Renee Jaynes  
Tammy Darlene Thigpen Jeffords  
Todd Lewis Jenkins, Jr.  
Dorothy W. Jones  
Derek Joyce  
Hassan Jihad Ibn Kariem  
Russell Thomas Keen  
Aaron Samuel Keith  
Kevin P. Kerr  
Rebecca B. Kirkpatrick  
Lara Marie Komanecky  
Jenna Nicole Koone  
Meagan Penn Kress  
Courtney Virgina Langlois  
Bradley Christopher Large  
Michelle Kimberly Lee  
William Christopher Lundy  
Aundreea Rae Magee  
Brandi Dalbrea Nicole May  
Kristen Elizabeth McBurnett  
Rachael Marie McGaha  
Lauren McGee  
Jennifer Lynn McManus  
Sterling P. McNeal  
Rachel Gros Moity  
Kayla Mullins  
Erica Ryan Muse  
Tiffany Dean Parker  
Jeannie April Pittman  
Angela R. Platt  
Judy Henderson Powell  
Tamara Jane Purry  
Amy Maddux Raines  
William Russell Reid, Jr.  
Wanda Renea Richerzhagen  
Tiffany Marshonda Robbins  
Reginald Elmo Roberts III  
Sara Emilee Roberts  
Martine Lucia Robinson  
Amy Ruiz  
Harry Lyonel Saint Cyr  
Kristina Marie Scales  
Corinne M. Shalavuta  
Matthew Shemwell  
Annette Welborn Shirley  
Kristen Danielle Smiley  
Ashley Michelle Smith  
Roderick D. Smith  
Lauren Rae Sodipo  
Laura Williams Spencer  
Amy Michelle Starley  
Rachel James Strickland  
Leanne Marie Sylvia  
Lesli Watkins Talley  
Amy Kathryn Tapley  
Megan Marie Teague  
Astraea Janel Thigpen  
William Walter Thigpen II  
Tiffany Mary Thompson  
Tirrany Ja’Nice Thurmond  
Julia Jerome Tipton  
Melissa Lee Tolbert  
Cassidy A. Vance  
Richard Stephen Vickers  
Stephanie Vickers  
Michael Vigilant  
Nicole Dorothy Wanco  
Helen Rowland Ward  
Kathryn Nicole Ward  
Alesha Latrell Warner  
Melinda Lauren Weatherford  
Diane Dreisbach Weber  
Elaine M. Wilson  
Kevin Lee Woody  
Davia Dominique Woulard  
Ashley R. Wynn  
Hannah Turner Youngblood 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
Master of Accounting 
Jordan Taylor Bone  
Sharon Gayle Bradish  
Brett Robert Buehler  
Leslie Cox  
Zachry Stewart Currie  
Richard Nelson Deal  
Jonathan Daniel DiBiase  
Erin Marie Doyle  
Matt Follis  
Kimberly Joiner Glover  
Lamaudice J. Holmes  
James F. Hundsrucker, Jr.  
Michael L. Hyatt  
LaShai Evelyn Joshua  
Suzanne Swinson Joyner  
Chelsi Renee Lewis  
Tia McCarthy Lindamood  
Aaron Clark Matthews  
Jessie Nicole Mixon  
Dana Beckworth Mullis  
DaOsha Latrina Pack  
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Travis Michael Page  
Joshua David Pearson  
Collin William Phillips  
Afton Rudy  
Mark Smolinski  
Hannah Leigh Tatum  
Aytek A. Tekay  
Jacqueline Nicole Toomer  
Annette Van Curen  
Shari Elizabeth Walker  
Kimberly M. Warren  
Tiffany Denise White  
Nicole Christiane Williams
Master of Business Administration
Kathryn Cavendish Bailey  
Nathanael Truss Beasley  
Lincoln Carver Bohannon II 
Jonathan Paul Bollinger  
William James Buchanan  
Kimberly D. Collins  
Brett Jefferson Combs  
Michael Bradley Evans  
Heather Sharyn Fields  
Philip Michael Helmey  
Matthew Michael Herman  
Sheila Lynn Howell  
Michael R. Joiner II  
Chelsea Elizabeth Jordan  
Juliette Teresa Jordan  
Erika Dalee Lovett  
Matthew David Lovett  
Jacob Rae McBride  
Benjamin Price McKay  
Stephanie Michele Nobles  
Brendan Martin O’Dowd  
Elizabeth Ann Overstreet  
Garren Tyler Palmer  
Sandra Lauren Moseley Perkins  
Umar Khalid Saulat  
Lauren Elizabeth Self  
Daniel Wayne Smith  
Jing Sun  
Carl Andrew Wallman  
Kristie Cason Waterfield  
Lauren Ashley Whitener  
Nancy B. Youngblood  
Master of  Science 
James Arp  
Halil Cakir  
Mitchell Lc McCoin  
Derek Michael Roberts  
Peter L. Rullan  
Eric A. Vaitl
JIANN-PING HSU COLLEGE 
OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Healthcare Administration
Viral N. Patel 
Master of Public Health
Sarah Sahar Keihany  
Ebonee Denise Kirkwood  
Jessica Lyne Mulbah  
Michele Geis Parker  
Amit Rameshbhai Patel  
Pei-Ling Tseng  
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science in Education 
Nicola Allen Adams  
Eva Iris Adkins  
Robert Allan Anderson
 Cum Laude 
Yakira Naque’sha Banks  
Kristina Robyn Bates  
Kellie Anne Beaumont  
Krystal N. Benton
 Cum Laude 
Stacey Anne Berger  
Kaitlyn Amelia Bland  
Ashley Carol Bozeman
 Summa Cum Laude 
Keaundra Chamere Brantley
Samantha Heyman Buckle  
Courtney Elizabeth Burnette   
Magna Cum Laude 
Michaela Elizabeth Carey
 Cum Laude 
Amanda Coleman
Jordan Hanna Cook
 Cum Laude 
Kayla Renee Crosby  
Ayja Marie Culliver  
Tyler Samone Daniel  
Kasey Lynd Duggins  
Kelley Rochelle Duplain  
Amelia Wynette Elkins
 Cum Laude 
Marybeth Christine Fall
 Magna Cum Laude 
Jessica Bailey Fenwick
 Cum Laude 
Elizabeth Morgan Foskey
 Magna Cum Laude 
Olivia Leigh Giauque
 Magna Cum Laude 
Ashley Nicole Goodwin  
Gordon Charles Grimm  
Amari Lepresia Hagan  
Arthur Alexander Hagan  
Miranda Taylor Hall  
Camden Frances Hardaway  
Jessica Whitney Hickam
 Cum Laude 
Kayla Maché Jackson
 Cum Laude 
Lauren Elizabeth Jeffers  
Dianna Mariee Jiménez
 Summa Cum Laude 
Jonelle Jelissa Joseph  
Michaela Danielle Kennedy 
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Eileen Kenny Morgan  
Kathryn Lauren King
 Magna Cum Laude 
Jessica Anne Kronauge
 Cum Laude 
Conice Rochelle Leverett  
Shalondria Kashay Love  
Jennifer Brooke Lowery  
Brittany Nicole Mathis  
Sha’Keela Lastar McClendon  
Megan Nicole Mobley
 Magna Cum Laude 
Melissa Lynn Moore
 Magna Cum Laude 
Macy D. Moxley  
Lataquwalia Lynn Murray
 Cum Laude 
Alicia Margaret Nelson  
Carrie Elsa Norris
 Cum Laude 
Kimberly Michelle Parker  
Ansley Marie Patton  
Briana Shaneé Pickett  
Meagan Lindsey Prator  
Sarah Katherine Purvis  
Morgan Rita Robertson  
Caroline Coley Rohrer
 Magna Cum Laude 
Leigh Ann Ross  
Meredith Kathleen Ross  
Sarah Brittany Sandbach  
Melissa Carrie Sapp  
Allye Brooke Smith  
Ashlie Michelle Smith
 Cum Laude 
Mary Allison Smith  
Rebekah Delaney Smith
 Summa Cum Laude 
Rosemary Katherine Smith  
Shelby Victoria Smith 
 Cum Laude 
Mallory Diane Stewart  
Linda R. Swinson  
Casey Alanah Tatum
 Summa Cum Laude 
Erica Brooke Tracy  
Jayme Lynn Tyrer 
 Cum Laude 
Anna Currie Washinger  
Kathryn Diane Waters  
Alisha Joy Williams  
Darice Ashley Williams  
Megan Michelle Willson  
 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION
Bachelor of Arts  
Ryan Lee Drukenmiller  
Nader Megally  
Azizi Kayser Pyron  
Austin Lee Smith  
Albert Kendall Zimmerman
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Thomas Steele Adams  
Martin  Adebowale  
Danielle Jedine Anderson
 Cum Laude 
James Roy Andersen V  
Joseph David Arogeti  
Kelsey Brynn Ashman
 Magna Cum Laude 
Thomas Alexander Austin  
Jessica Lauren Baker
 Cum Laude 
Alexander Scott Ball  
Edgard Barahona  
Camden Saturn Batchelor
 Summa Cum Laude 
Robert Coleman Beall  
Thomas James Belcher  
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David Keith Beuttel  
Melissa Rose Biernot  
Chris James Boardman  
Cooper E. Bond  
Michael Jerome Booker  
Kelsey Elizabeth Boswell  
Chase Edward Braxton  
Timothy Brian Bright  
Raymond Haynes Brinson, Jr.  
Erin Amanda Brown  
Kenneth Stryker Brown
 Cum Laude 
V. Eric Browning  
Victoria Lynn Burch  
Brian Matthew Butler  
Andrea Darneisha Campbell  
Oscar Joseph Campbell  
Patrick Tyler Campbell  
Candace Alexandria Canty 
 Cum Laude 
Jason Alexander Cassidy  
Caleb Pierce Chance  
Benjamin Halladay Chilton
 Cum Laude 
Osayande Adisa Atu Clarke  
Thomas Moore Clarke  
Darrell Shanod Coleman, Jr. 
Megan Phillips Collier  
Alex Dunaway Collins  
Hunter Paul Collins  
Anndrea Dashanique Cooper  
Michael Alexander Cornelius 
Garrett Leighton Cox  
Ken Lee Creekmore
 Magna Cum Laude 
Zachary Lee Crews  
Sonya Rackley Crosby  
Michael Dylan Curry  
Michael Keith Daley  
Omari Jahi Davis  
Kevin Andrade De Oliveira  
Katherine Helen de Vallette  
Julia Lynn Deal  
Sidney Estell Deal 
 Magna Cum Laude 
Jacob Wray Deason  
John Charles Devente  
John Michael Dixon  
Tanisha Nicole Dunn  
Manuel Tapia Duran  
Maria Gabriela Duron Retes  
Patrick Lee Dyer  
David Anthony Dyke
 Magna Cum Laude 
Deidre Marie Ehlers  
William Aziz Emadi  
Malcolm Xavier Emerson  
Cory Stephen Ernst  
Sean Robert Evans  
Kirsten Brooke Fisher  
Ashley Drew Fordham  
Jordan Ostrom Franz  
Michael Keith Frazier  
Ryan Young Freimuth  
Tashara Shanequa Fussell  
Erik Thomas Gailes  
Marshall Douglas Gaines  
William Jackson Gamel  
Michael Henry Garcia  
Christopher David Geeslin 
Danica Marie Giles-Cunningham  
Chase Manning Glenn  
Adrian Green  
Wendy Marie Green  
Joshua Clay Greene  
Tasha Denise Griffin  
Benjamin James Guidry  
Rachel Leigh Halverson  
Ashley Paige Hamilton
 Summa Cum Laude 
Mason Chad Hardy  
Kenjahte Deayon Harrison  
Garrett Scott Hart  
Samuel Joseph Hart  
Joshua Kurt Hartzell
 Cum Laude 
Marlea Caroline Hawkins
 Cum Laude 
Scott Anthony Hendley
 Cum Laude 
Shelby Nicole Hickman
 Magna Cum Laude 
Jeremy Burton Hull  
Tamara Scarlett Jacquot  
William G. Jarriel  
Amirah Jefferson  
Nicole Renee Jeschelnik  
David Neal Johnson  
Gregory Johnson, Jr.  
James Henry Johnson  
Lisa Catherine Jones  
Rebecca Leigh Jones  
Jordan Taylor Keene  
Abigail Ruth Elizabeth Kimbrell  
Zachary James Klinczar  
Jessie Maria Knight
 Cum Laude 
Michael  Kwasi Kwarteng  
Ryan Andrew Landers
 Cum Laude 
Jonathan C. Lane  
Katheryn Sarah Lashlee
 Cum Laude 
Zachary Thomas Lenns  
Nicholas S. Lewis  
Dallas Cole Lightsey  
Kathryn Elizabeth Love  
Jonna Brenae Lunsford  
Hunter Sterling Lyle  
Charles Albert Lyons  
Jordan J. Magda  
Gavin Weslyn Mallory  
Jamin Christopher Malone  
Stephen William Malone  
James Cardell Martin  
Megan Elizabeth Marzullo  
Michael Trent Mattus  
Matt Russell Mayfield  
Matthew Robert McCall  
Ashley Deanne McClanahan  
Kyle Patrick McCloskey  
Joseph Mell McCuen  
Jason Christopher McDaniel 
Antwan Jerome McGirt  
William Scott Mcrae  
Rebecca Ann Meloni  
Javon Demarkese Mention  
Ari Anne Merritt  
Jack Louis Minor III  
Ryan David Minter  
Amy Kline Mitchell  
Christopher Ryan Mitchell  
Thomas W. Mobley  
Christopher Daniel Moore  
Dustin Allen Moore  
Samuel Taylor Mueller  
Trent M. Mulkey  
Matthew Alexander Mulligan  
Rachel Eileen Nalley  
Eileen Udoudo Ndem  
Meghan Elizabeth Neff  
Jordan A. Nemetz 
Cori James Nessmith  
Thomas Edward Nickles IV  
Brian Matthew Nicolatos  
Zachary Eric Norden
Simeon O’Neal  
Robert Allen Oellerich
 Magna Cum Laude 
Adam Gregory Oothoudt  
Jackson McDowell Ormsbee  
Chandler Thomas Osborne  
Timothy Kevin Palmore  
Mihir Ketan Patel  
Sagar Chandrakant Patel  
Andrew William Peck  
Shane Nicholas Pennant  
Emily Ann Perrin 
Chelsey Russell Pevey  
Richard E. Pittman  
Kristin Nicole Porché
 Magna Cum Laude 
Tra’ven Latrice Porter
 Cum Laude 
Kevin Lamar Potts  
William Robert Prater  
Casey Ryan Price  
Bron Stafford Prickett  
Derek Thomas Prijatel  
Gregory Richard Puckett  
John Thomas Pulley  
Cameron David Purdue  
Matthew James Quick  
Debrion Orteiga Radford  
Stewart Y. Ragan
 Cum Laude 
Benjamin Busbee Rambo  
Jackie Allen Reddish III  
Collin Jared Reese  
Auburn Donald Rigdon  
Justin Ramon Rivers  
Carol Eugenia Robelo
 Cum Laude 
Kendrick Hassan Roberts  
Jason Alexander Roe  
Joshua C. Rogers  
Tiffany Brooke Rogers  
Timothy Robert Rowland  
Matthew Patrick Roy  
Timothy Joseph Rubnitz  
Sara Lynn Rudisail  
Ailish Fionnghuala Ann Ryan  
Daniel J. Ryan  
Cameron Allan Sabin  
Marcelo Andreas Sandoval Jablonicky 
Kevin Orlando Sands  
Rogette Shankara Sands  
Anthony Taylor Sapp  
Gregory Lawrence Schroeder  
Thomas Cody Shepherd  
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Michael David Shilling  
Stephen Anderson Shugars 
Joseph Wayne Simien  
Billy Jackson Simpson  
Victoria Brooke Sims  
Ericka Marie Smalls  
Blain Michael Smith  
Chadwick Hanson Smith  
Robert R. Smith  
Samantha Monet Smith  
Tanner Michael Smith
 Cum Laude 
Armond Zachariah Snowden  
Joseph Michael Sparks  
Jacob Paul Spires  
Austin Lee Stanley  
Jeremy Deion Stanley  
Devin Allan Stovall  
Mitchell Cory Stubbs  
Holly Jean Sullivan  
Caitlyn Elizabeth Sutton  
Blake Elizabeth Swayne  
Jonathan Stanley Tatt  
Zachary Brandon Tatum  
Ashton J. Taylor  
Seth Michael Taylor  
Shamah Nehemiah Taylor  
Hugh Dersey Thompson  
Ameral Alexander Threat  
Jordan Elles Totten  
Patrick A. Travis  
Michael Henry Udoh  
Christopher Donald Vaughn  
Jessica Lynn Vaught  
Blake Austin Waits  
Jasmine Rebecca Walker  
William Benjamin  Walker  
Timiara Brianne Walton  
Leah Victoria Waters  
Jonathan Watson  
Anastasia Gabrielle Weatherley  
Andrea Taylor Webb  
David Patrick Weeks  
Seth Allen Willard  
Branden Cole Williams  
Tamara Lynn Williams  
Terry Alexander Willis  
Daniel Stephen Womack  
Kayla Nicole Womack  
Matthew Wright Woodall  
Timothy L. Woodall  
Brittni Soshae Woodside  
Garrett Adam Wright  
Rodney Chantee Wright  
John A. Young  
Melissa A. Young  
Rachel Christina Young  
Austin Carter Younker  
Christopher Lewis Zoll  
Sean Michael Zornig  
JIANN-PING HSU COLLEGE 
OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Bachelor of Science in Public Health 
Jessica Lynn Allen  
Cierra Ashley Andrews  
Brittany Ann Askew  
Forrest John Christian  
Brittany Tashéa Cooper  
Julia Donata Cooper  
Shantavia René Cotton  
Stanley Peter Dwyer  
Shayla Glynne Fant  
Georgia Giwa  
Casey Lynn Glover  
Tatiana L’Gina Grisby  
Haley Lauren Hearn  
Rebecca Lynn Hotard  
Jennifer Nicole Jackson  
Matthew Almon Johnson  
LaTravia Shwanquell Lester  
Vaquishala Vontrese Lundy  
Kristen Alexandria Mcnair 
Haley Ann Palmer  
Aijha Amoy Khalila Phillips  
Crystal Ann Salazar  
Mazie Irene Smith  
Darian Shemaiah Ward  
Brian Emmanuel Wilcher
Kelsey Marie Wiltse  
Arlaker Ramone Zanders  
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College of Science and Mathematics
Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and Information Technology
College of Health and Human Sciences
11:00 A.M. Ceremony
ACKNOWLEDGMENTSFACULTY MARSHALLS
Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies
College of Science and Mathematics
Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and Information 
Technology
College of Health and Human Sciences
READERS
College of Science and Mathematics
Allen E. Paulson College of Engineering and Information 
Technology
College of Health and Human Sciences
THE PLATFORM PARTY
DEBORAH C. ALLEN, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Nursing
SUNGKYUN LIM, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Electrical Engineering
 
COLTON MAGNANT, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Mathematical 
Sciences 
STEPHEN P. VIVES, Ph.D., Professor and Chair, Biology 
ROCIO ALBA-FLORES, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Electrical 
Engineering
CHRISTOPHER A. KADLEC, Ph.D., Associate Professor, 
Information Technology    
BRANDONN S. HARRIS, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Health and 
Kinesiology
DINA WALKER-DEVOSE, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Human 
Ecology
LANCE D. MCBRAYER, Ph.D., Professor, Biology 
S. JEFFREY UNDERWOOD, Ph.D., Professor and Chair, Geology 
and Geography 
 
FRANK GROSS, Ph.D., Professor and Chair, Electrical Engineering
JOHN R. O’MALLEY, JR., Ph.D., Assistant Professor and Director of 
Regents Engineering Transfer Program and Co-op Programs, College 
of Engineering and Information Technology 
BARRY A. MUNKASY, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Health and 
Kinesiology
BRENT D. WOLFE, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Human Ecology
BROOKS A. KEEL, Ph.D., President
COLONEL THOMAS J. TICKNER, M.S., Commander and 
District Engineer, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah 
District
JEAN E. BARTELS, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President for 
Academic Affairs 
ROBERT L. WHITAKER, M.B.A., Vice President for Business 
and Finance
SALINDA A. ARTHUR, M.S., Vice President for University 
Advancement and President, Georgia Southern University 
Foundation
TERESA E. THOMPSON, Ph.D., Vice President for Student 
Affairs and Enrollment Management
STEVEN C. BURRELL, Ed.D., Vice President for Information 
Technology/Chief Information Officer
CHARLES E. PATTERSON, Ph.D., Vice President for Research 
and Economic Development and Dean, Jack N. Averitt College 
of Graduate Studies 
RUSSELL T. KEEN, M.Ed., Vice President for Government 
Relations and Community Engagement
A. BARRY JOYNER, Ph.D., Dean, College of Health and Human 
MARTHA L. ABELL, Ph.D., Dean, College of Science and 
Mathematics 
MOHAMMAD S. DAVOUD, Ph.D., Dean, Allen E. Paulson 
College of Engineering and Information Technology
PATRICIA B. HUMPHREY, Ph.D., Moderator, Faculty Senate
VELMA S. BURDEN, Ed.D., Registrar
AZELL M. FRANCIS, B.S., President, Student Government 
Association and Graduate Student, Applied Engineering
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*AUDIENCE PLEASE STAND
We would like to thank the ROTC Cadets and other Georgia Southern University volunteers for their assistance with today’s ceremony.
PROGRAM
*PROCESSIONAL
                                                                                            
MACEBEARER
INTRODUCTION OF THE PRESIDENT
WELCOME
MEDITATION
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
RECOGNITION OF EMERITUS FACULTY
CONFERRING OF GRADUATE DEGREES
RECOGNITION OF HONOR GRADUATES
CONFERRING OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
*ALMA MATER
*RECESSIONAL
Pomp and Circumstance (Military March No. 1, Op. 39) by 
Edward Elgar
Performed by:   KARLA JAN ROCKER, D.M., Academic 
Services Professional and Adjunct Instructor, Music
PATRICIA B. HUMPHREY, Ph.D., Associate Professor, 
Mathematical Sciences
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
DEAN ABELL
DEAN DAVOUD
COLONEL THOMAS J. TICKNER
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
DEAN PATTERSON
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
PROVOST BARTELS
DEAN ABELL
DEAN DAVOUD
DEAN JOYNER
SYDNEY JORDAN SEWELL, Graduating Senior, Bachelor of 
Music 
Wedding Day at Troldhaugen by Grieg
Performed by:  KARLA JAN ROCKER, D.M., Academic 
Services Professional and Adjunct Instructor, Music
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JACK N. AVERITT COLLEGE OF GRADUATE STUDIES
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Nursing Science
Muna Elizabeth Wagner
 B.S.N., University of West Georgia, 2003
 M.S.N., Kennesaw State University, 2005
 Clinical Project:  Assessment of Barriers to Screening
 Mammograms for indigent, uninsured women ages 40-64 in
 Whitfield County, GA, and a Community Plan of Action
 Project Chair:  Kathryn Anderson, Ph.D.
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Nursing Science
Heather Coffeen Chastain
 B.S., Auburn University, 1997
 B.S.N., University of Alabama-Birmingham, 2000
 M.S., Georgia State University, 2005
 Clinical Project:  Assessment of Preschool Child Nutritional
 Knowledge and Parental Feeding Behavior that could Increase
 Obesity Risk in this Age Group
 Project Chair:  Kathy Thornton, Ph.D.
Doctor of Nursing Practice
Nursing Science
Teresa Brower Cheney
 B.S.N., Armstrong State College, 1982
 M.S.N, Georgia Southern University, 1995
 Clinical Project:  Advance Care Planning in Patients with
 Chronic Illnesses
 Project Chair:  Kathy Thornton, Ph.D.
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JACK N. AVERITT COLLEGE 
OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND 
MATHEMATICS
Master of Science 
Tiffany Marie Burgess  
Wade Carlton Carruth III  
Lauren Marie Deaner  
Alexandra Dorfzaun  
Kelly Elizabeth Manning  
Holli Milner  
Damon L. Mullis  
Seth Elias Parker  
Valerie Nicole Plummer  
Ashlin Whitney Reid  
Alyncia Dominique Robinson 
Michael Sabula  
Pouria Salehi Nowbandegani 
Donald Gerard Schneider  
Rachel Anne Shouse  
Joshua A. Smith  
Ruth Ann Constance Steinbrecher  
Jing Sun  
Toussaint Kamga Towa  
Anna Nyarko Yeboah  
ALLEN E. PAULSON 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
AND INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science 
Daniel A. Edmondson  
Thomas Christopher Friel  
Michael Fabrice Guerrier  
Philip Alan Kelsey  
Samuel Claiborne Renick  
Ryan Thompson  
Master of Science  in Applied Engineering
Onyekachukwu Marvin Nnadi Agim 
Ramon Alvarez  
Mohammad Mohibbul Bashar  
Michael Dale Boyett  
Tommy Lee Brown  
Brandon Byrnes  
Alicia Isabel Geter  
Konrad Lynn Godfrey  
Nathaniel Padgett Hill  
Joseph Aaron Laminack  
Andrew Victor Mahfood  
William Clyde Moore, Jr.  
Kevin R. Morgan  
John W. Powell  
Rodolfo Castro Saavedra  
Louis James Turnbull  
Charles Andrew Volf  
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SCIENCES
Master of Science
Eric Khary Dawson
Jordan Michael Dorrien
Ashly Christine Ennis
Jeremy O’Neal Gantt
Stephen Ryan Hammock
Anna Hancock
Meredith Foster Hawk
Christian P. Helm
Jared L. Indahl
Christopher M. Johnston
Maria Hanna Katariina Karvonen
Christine Marie Kohout
Stephanie Leigh Marz
Blake Anthony Nation
Austen Lee Peacock
Torrance T. Pittman
Wesley Joseph Schlomer
Steven J. Smith II
Hollis Lynn Theard
  
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND 
MATHEMATICS
Bachelor of Arts
Chelsea Inez Bruce
Matthew Allen Daniel
Austin Layton Faulkner
Lianne Corrinne Galeano
Christina Gondry
Isaih Ramon Hamm
Ashley Kristine Harris
Natasha Wanjiru Karanja
Aaron Michael Kennedy
Avery Kathleen Miller
William Ryan Miller
R. Ryan Morriss
Evan Naia Preyer
Tyler Gray Reeves
 Summa Cum Laude 
Kamilah White
Kateina Marie Wilkerson
Brandon Darnell  Williams
Shanerica Ariel Williams
Iesha Shabrika Wright
Bachelor of Science
Brandi Louise Edwards
Robert Stephen Garner
Seth Tyler Hargrove
Donald Tyler Harrison
Courtney Maria Henderson
Brett M. Hill
Jacob Colby Hill
Shawn Michael Jackson
William Karl Kirksey
Ryan Amerton Lemmen
Zachary Dylan Marsh
Andrew E. Mimbs
Robert Kirkland Mobley
Sarah Grace Newton
Bridgette Jeanine Presley
Alex Benjamin Robinson
Clara Rose Rucker
 Magna Cum Laude 
Joshua Owens Simon Schrom
Steven Paul Thibodeau
Tatiana Shalé Woods
Zackery Egan Wright
Bachelor of Science in Biology
Charles Arinze Agbakwu
Sylvanus Kelechukwu Anuforo
Oladayo J. Ariyo
Jennifer Lee Arnold
Kamariah Rey Bankston
Stuart Estes Barker
Josh Charles Blaxton
Cssacia Rashaa Brown
Stephen Benjamin Brown
Emilee Dawn Byrom
Cassie Alex Elaine Corbin
Kayla Shere Cowan
Stefani Music Cox
Solomon Alexander Crawford
Shayla Rénee Dallas
Molly Rebecca Dalton
Jillian Blythe Edwards
Mollie Ann Ferguson
James Spencer Green
Blake Dalton  Haynie
Bryanna Jae Hollis
Ashley Martika  Jackson
Jeyvan J. G. Joseph
Siah Estellah N. Kaimachiande
William Bayliss Kirkconnell III
Stion Phillip Lairsey
Larry Hilton Lane
Heath Madison Manning
Paige Ashley McCladdie
ShakaO’zie Ashanti McKelphin
Jayme Lynn Modrell
 Cum Laude
Ethan Keith Morris
 Magna Cum Laude
Kristen Lee Oddi
Bhumi Umakant Patel
Charles Walker Powell
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Charlotte Ann Radford
Christina Michelle Reese
Skyler Brooke Renfroe
 Cum Laude
Casey Lynn Richardson
Brittany Noel Rowland
Lauren Elizabeth Sheeks
Tyrone Antonio Smith
Garret John Strickland
William Austin Tanner
Kyle Taylor Thombley
Evan Mackensie Todd
Alex Keith Troutman
Alex Michael White
Maddie C. Whitmer
Deon Kevin Williams
Kyle Steven Wilson
 Cum Laude
Cassandra Christine Wood
Jené Alyse Wooden
Genadiy M. Zheru
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
Rachel Harris Burke
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Elena Grace Burns
Nicole Marie D’Andrea
Myles Kelly Frazier
Barron Charles Futral
Alicia Alean Allegra Greene
Ryan Christopher Harrelson
Reuben Bland Howard
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Daniel Arthur Hunter
John Boyd Jackson III
Brandon Rashad Jones
Catherine Jordan Mosley
Kenya Latiffah Neal
Taylor Alisander Norman
Matthew Steve Olliff
 Summa Cum Laude 
Vanessa Elizabeth Peterman
Shaniqua La’Sha Pierce
Eboni Danielle Pullen
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Inonege Shanai Robinson
Robert Lewis Timmons
Julia Marie Trossarello
Randi Kayla Vann
Ashley Nicole Williamson
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
Michael Thomas Ackerman
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Seth Gutierrez  
Micah Jackson
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
ALLEN E. PAULSON 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
AND INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY
Bachelor of Science
Christopher Martin Beyer  
Jon Robert-Lee Braswell  
Edward Sanford Burruss  
Kevin A. Clyne  
Kadeem Patrick Forbes  
Michael Anthony Garcia
 Cum Laude 
Jahmaal De’Markus Garnette  
Mitchell John Gordon  
Earnest Wayne Hall  
Joel Tyler Hemphill  
Andrew Thomas Humphrey  
Adam Christopher Kinsey  
Marcus Dylan Kruzel  
Patrick Charles Marino  
Adrian Delonte  Marshall  
Adam Christian Michel  
Timothy Joseph Nicholson  
Erick Nayib Pezoa Chahin
 Summa Cum Laude 
Matthew Corbitt Smith  
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
Deven Andrew Bradford  
Jeffery Deon Brown  
Christopher Aaron Damron  
 Summa Cum Laude 
Justin Philip Gray  
Zachary Lee Hawkins  
Matthew Thomas Hodell  
Wesley Merritt Ivie  
Patrick Franklin James  
Rohey Matarr Jobe  
Jeremy Leroy Lark  
Christopher Dylan Lindsey  
 Magna Cum Laude 
Scott Marshall McNally  
Rim Yam Natacha Nabare  
Sam Richard Newsome, Jr. 
 Cum Laude 
Walker James Ozier
 Cum Laude 
Eric Matthew Rogers  
Larry TaVious Ruffin  
Danielle Jaz Spencer  
John Victor Turner  
Dylan Chance Weaver  
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
Technology
Sean Patrick Lemay
 Cum Laude
Bachelor of Science in Construction
Cassandra Teal Avant  
Aaron Colton Bell  
Justin Denard Coggins  
Jordan Andrew Dunbar  
John Michael Estes  
Corey Dylan Flake  
Robert Michael Graves  
Nicholas Hunter Grovogel  
Robert Michael Grupp  
Stephen Daniel Lipsky  
Matthew Lloyd Mobley  
Benjamin Jeffrey Morgan  
Nicholas Joseph Pawlowski  
Brandon S. South  
Trent Miller Veal  
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Daniel Morgan Baugh  
Clinton Hollis Cash
 Magna Cum Laude 
Matthew Gregory Cowart  
Shane Michael DeLong  
Salathiel William Gaiter  
Christianna Marie Howard  
Bradley Ethan Jones  
Sean Mark Looney  
Brandon Lughas  
Devarus Murray Martin  
Lenworth Barrington Mellis  
David Zeke Morris  
Nicolas Alonzo Morris  
Dylan Wayne Morrow  
Chanyoon Park  
Joshua Edward Poole  
Quentin Micheal Vultaggio 
 
Bachelor of Science in
Electrical Engineering Technology
Christopher Scott St. George
Bachelor of Science in
Information Technology
Alexander Wendell Allen
 Cum Laude 
Eric D. Allen  
Carly Elise Andrew  
Yul Benedict Y. Bayani
 Magna Cum Laude 
Shawn Lee Bennett  
Datrell Lamar Bonaparte  
Christopher Robert Bragg  
Kenji Jamal Canty  
William Scott Carpenter  
Cameron Alex Cook  
Kyle Andrew Czyscon  
James Daniel Dickens  
Geoffrey Wayne Edwards  
Scott Allen Erwin  
Gage Addison Figanbaum  
Zachariah Livingston Flanagan  
DeVonté Terrell Freeman  
Matthew Lawrence Fuglewicz  
Ladarius Bernard Gibson  
Milan Haze Greene  
Roman Louis Holoman  
Olufemi Brandon Ige  
Wesley Thomas Jackson  
Timothy Johnson  
Nicholas Tyler Jones  
Thomas Jones, Jr.  
Michael Alaister Kutka  
Roberto Jose Leon  
Frances Noelle Marshall  
David McCarthy  
Ibejesus O’Batula Ajanaku McCound 
Andrew Peter McCraw  
Julian McCroy  
Michael Patrick McHughes  
Ryan Michael Mester  
Nadir Ahmed Mims  
Nathan Dion Moore  
Braymon Anthony Murphy  
 Magna Cum Laude 
Keaton Robert Nash  
Angelo Cameron Nobles  
Quintin Justin Norwood  
Jonathon Richard O’Donnell  
Kevin Albert Poteau  
Andre Anthony Price  
Trevor Carlstom Rater  
Kristyn Megan Saunders  
Garrett Brooks Schoppman  
Jessica Katlyn Schreiner  
Clavin Elrae Sewell  
Mykina Lizzette Simmons  
Curtis Jewrell Smiley  
William Tyler Stone
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Jonathan Paul Strickland
 Summa Cum Laude 
Anthony Morgan Thompson II  
Jeremy Fuller Timmerman  
Sasha Marquise Tucker  
Brandon Ryan Turkowsky  
Ty Jeremiah Von Plinsky
 Cum Laude 
Denisha Quásha Wheeler  
Brian Blaisdell Whitmarsh  
Matthew Robert Wichterman  
Anthony Joseph Williams  
Jazmyn Tonie-Marshé Wrighton 
Michael Lawrence Yearty III
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Bachelor of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Ibrahim Mohamed Ahmed  
Patrick Harold Anders  
Jordan Thomas Ansley  
Alexander Scott Berman  
Jay Bhatt 
Tyler Harrison Blanchard
 Cum Laude 
Evan Michael Brassell  
Reece McKinnon Chesser  
Steven Leonidas Chrysosferidis
 Cum Laude 
Mitchell James Dockery  
Charlie Nicholas Drake  
Ana-Alycia Michelle Dungan  
 Magna Cum Laude 
Matthew Boyd Faulk  
Gregory Alan Francisco II  
Aaron Matthew Greenwell  
Daniel Thomas Griffin
 Summa Cum Laude 
Colin Andrew Holliday  
Isaac W. Hyers  
Jared Andrew Johnson
 Magna Cum Laude 
Kelsey Lee Kaht  
Vishal Lachhawani  
Dale Richard Miller  
Stephen J. Mills  
Martin Henry Muinos  
Thomas Christopher Nail  
Robert Andrew Nalecz  
Derek Gerard Nicholson  
William Cody Parker  
David Bradly Pate  
William Francis Perfect  
Joshua Daniel Piazza  
Indigo Sinea Pinto  
Jeffrey Elliott Reynolds  
Michael Anthony Roesel  
Riley Allan Shay  
Casey Robert Sheppard  
Emerald Allyn Simons  
Michael Xavier Spaulding  
William Zachary Stone  
Whitney Delline Stregles  
Brandon Ramon Sullivan  
Evan Joseph Thomas
 Summa Cum Laude 
Bryan Edward Williams
 Cum Laude 
John Montazc Willis  
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical 
Engineering Technology
Parker Reid Edenfield  
Thomas David Egberts  
Johnathan Lebaron Natson 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND 
HUMAN SCIENCES
Bachelor of Science
John-Andrew Claborn Abee  
Courtney Anne Ake  
James Hayden Anderson  
Mallory Lynne Appleton  
Bryan T. Aspinwall  
Jacob Keaton Baker  
Morgan Rebecca Baker  
Leighton John Bartlett  
Veronica Basley  
Aimeé Beck  
Tijuana Sharice Bess  
Travis Jamal Billings  
Jordan Melissa Blankenship  
Julia Katherine Branch  
Christopher Dixon Brown  
Marissa DeAnna Campbell  
Amber Nicole Wynn Carter  
Jennifer Michele Carter  
Emily Elizabeth Casteel  
Shannon Michelle Cearley  
Natasha Brianna Chambers 
Whitney Anna Chandler
 Cum Laude 
Kate Leigh Chapman  
Dustin Ferrell Childres  
Nicholas John Ciupak  
Danielle Elizabeth Comer
 Cum Laude 
Mark Anthony Contigiani  
Nateshia T. Cooper  
Jamie Linn DeRatt  
Margaret Dunn Devine  
Andrew Lee Dillard  
Kristina Alane Dockery  
John Randall Dunster  
Ashley Nicole Elks  
Niya Paige Euwing  
Olivia Anne Farley  
Katherine Lynn Ferrell  
Clayton Davis Finney  
David Douglas Floyd  
Jesse Taylor Fosson  
Athena Kylee Fountain  
Antoinette Pheneé Gardner  
Sara Catherine Ghering
 Summa Cum Laude 
Nicole Lauren Gilbert
 Cum Laude 
Gabrielle Symone Griffin  
Brooklyn Annette Haggerty  
Ashley Victoria Halliman  
Michael Brandon Harber  
Mohria Jalisia Harris  
Briana Yvette Harton  
Tyler Huwin Hartzog  
Scott Maxey Herndon  
Shaakira LaSonya  Hill  
David Allen Hobbs  
Christina Marie Hodge
 Cum Laude 
Molly Rebecca Holland  
Lindsey Pamela Hoofnagle  
Jonathan Phillip Horowitz  
Barry Laron Hubbard, Jr.  
Adriana Marie Hudgins
 Cum Laude 
Taylor Shae Huffstutter  
Wesley Michael Imundo  
Ryan Taylor Jackson  
Lauren Marian Jacobs  
Julius Jenkins  
Kelsey Nicole Johnson  
Mia Alexis Johnson  
Sydney Erin Johnson  
Jessica Taylor Jones  
Ashley Legare Kall
 Cum Laude 
Morgan Ansley Kessler  
Rachel Anne King  
Alvin Jerome Kinlaw  
Allison Lyn Knowles  
Kyle Steven Koncar  
Allen Lee  
Jarvon Andre Lee  
Tracy Lynn Lent  
Haley Marie Lindsay  
Tyler Brian Long  
Jessica Lubin  
Kimberly L. Martin  
Bryan Christopher Mason  
Victoria Rose Merlin  
Amanda Marie Miller  
Karla Dejan Mingle  
Breland Jarai Mitchell  
Erin Kiera Moore  
Francis Andres Moralés  
Frances Ann Morgan  
Shelby Lynne Morrill  
Denise Diane Mosley  
Allison Jessica Moss  
Asia Denise O’Bryant  
Joseph Anthony O’Connor  
Olubunmi Kenneth Olowoyo  
Amanda Rose Orrison  
Rebekah Ann Padgett
 Magna Cum Laude 
Evan M. Pedrick  
Nick Joseph Perzella  
Jennifer Zellner Petty
 Cum Laude 
David Elijah Piggue  
Courtnie Alyxzandria Pitts 
Abigail Louise Portis  
Brian Hunter Pritchard  
Ana Paola Ramirez Millares  
Pamela Elaine Reese
 Magna Cum Laude 
Kara Elizabeth Rigdon
 Magna Cum Laude 
Jacqueline Michelle Riggs
 Cum Laude 
Alexandra Tilesy Rivera
 Magna Cum Laude 
Emily Marie Rodgers  
Joshua Michael Rowe  
Kayla Leigh Rowland  
Orlando Shalom Ruiz
Maegan Grace Ryles
 Cum Laude 
Joshua Robert Sabatini  
Cortez Lamar Sanders  
Jordan Christopher Seals  
Thedious Kenneth Seymour  
Kayla Noelle Sims  
Beatriz Pelaez Small  
Chelsea Leigh Smith  
Christina Idell Smith  
David Patrick Smith  
Erica Marché Smith  
Jonathan Jacob Sowers  
Adrien Bernard Spencer  
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Briana Joyce Stanley  
Mercedes Marie Stevenson  
Connor Gahres Stine  
Brendon J. Sullivan  
Kyle James Sunderland  
Rachel Marie Sweet
 Summa Cum Laude 
Samuel John Taylor  
Teara Shardaé Taylor  
Ananda Shamion-Sade Terry  
LaQuela Ranee Thornton  
Kelly Michelle Townsend  
William R. Tussey  
Frederick E. Van Patten  
Marcus Elliot Vaughn  
Rebecca Louise Welton  
Arthur-James Kale Williams  
Brittany Geneva Williams  
Devin Danielle Williams  
Shane Alexander Williams  
Taylor Leigh Williams  
Caroline Elizabeth Willoughby  
Alexanderia Elle Wilmot  
Deron Joseph Wilson  
Teneisha LaChay Wilson  
Kaitlyn Anne Witt  
Halyard Jane Worthington  
Kayela Danielle Wright
 Cum Laude 
Parker Nolan Wynn  
Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology
Lenita Dawn Abrams  
Tolulope Adewumi Adedokun  
Adam Bernard Beckstine  
Kensley Linn Bennett  
Joe Leslie Blackmore    
 University Honors Program 1906 Scholar
Naomi Nieporte Bollaci  
Kylie Nicole Boyd 
Laynie Elizabeth Brown
 Magna Cum Laude 
Andrew Heath Bunton  
Leah Nicole Butler  
Sara Kathryn Christman  
Dallas Brandon Cox  
Cameron Stephen Crane  
Hue Hong Doan  
Justice Chibuike Ejike  
Lauren Marie Farrar  
Joshua Deion Finney  
Karmyn Doretha Fuller  
Dakota Tyler Grant  
Benjamin Myles Hargrove  
Stephen Ted Harvey  
Melinda Allison Henry  
Haley Lynn  Herrin  
Devon Breuana Hicks  
Chelsea Rae Hodge
 Magna Cum Laude 
Elizabeth Ann Hood  
Braxton Gordy Hurt  
Justin Wade Kearney  
Brenique Maria Lewis  
Marcellus J. Lightfoot  
Christopher Matias Long  
Steven Robert Ludwig  
Ralphy Jean Lysias  
Arian Malayery  
Zhauna Liatresia McClain  
Jalen Desmond McKoy  
Katelyn Renae Minick
 Summa Cum Laude 
Lindsey Ann Minick  
Melissa Lynne Mitchell  
Thomas Leonard Mitchell  
Jessica Katie Moon  
Cody Christopher Morris  
Jacob Nemeth  
Morgan Monique Owens  
Ashley Alyse Pickens  
Kelsey Nicole Rediger  
Jacob Arthur Rilling  
Skylyn Lemar Rogers  
Mesha F.D. Russell  
Adam Christopher Scott  
Jevontae Milton Shanks  
Kaitlyn Marie Sheckler
 Magna Cum Laude 
Kayla Rose Sinkoe  
Zachary Warner Stephens  
Sera Gabrielle Story
 Cum Laude 
Christina Alane Surrency  
Matthew John Tankovich  
Brandan Lowe Thomas  
Elena Nicole Thomason
 Magna Cum Laude 
Jaye Liana Tignor  
Michael David Vickery  
Shekeria Rochelle Ward  
Arthur-James Kale Williams  
Kelli A. Williamson  
Patricia Marie Worley  
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Shelbi Faith Adcock
 Cum Laude 
Keziah Patience Agbaere  
Ashley Deal Anderson
 Magna Cum Laude 
John William Bacon  
Rebecca Oglesby Bailey  
Brandon Reeves Blount  
Sarah Mackenzie Blythe
 Magna Cum Laude 
Brittany Meagan Bowen
 Magna Cum Laude 
Courtney Diane Bruce  
Alexander Walter Busch
 Cum Laude 
Nicole Lynn Campbell  
Brooke Nicole Cannon
 Cum Laude 
Maria Hicks Carter  
Kelli Anne Chandler  
Courtney Rambo Corley  
Daysha Samone Davis  
Vanessa Marie Degyansky
 Magna Cum Laude 
JenniferHill Edmisten  
Caitlin Nicole Ellwood
 Cum Laude 
Seth Henry Engelman  
Justin Vidal Gerido  
Samantha Michelle Goldberg
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Kelsey Lynn Graham
 Magna Cum Laude 
Christina Michelle Green  
Katie Nicole Harden  
Jacob Austin Harrison  
Jonathon Blake Hendrix
 Cum Laude 
Quierra Winter Jones   
 University Honors Program Scholar
Rhianna Martin Jones  
Justine Lavine  
Catherine Coleman Lee
 Magna Cum Laude 
Amanda Christine Liana  
Amanda Caroline Marshall  
 Magna Cum Laude 
Karen Denise McAfee  
Sabrina Latrice McCoy  
Kayla Danielle McCuen  
Erica T.  McDaniel  
Michelle Nicole McMahan  
Monica Rae McPherson
 Magna Cum Laude 
Joel Tumaliuan Moats  
Maria Morton  
Lauren Michelle Moxley
 Cum Laude 
Samantha M. O’Connor
 Magna Cum Laude 
Kathleen Marie O’Neill
 Cum Laude 
Ophelia Osei  
Elizabeth Hope Patton
 Magna Cum Laude 
Tammy J. Pierce
 Cum Laude 
Christina Nichole Pinkney  
April Annette Potter  
Robert Edward Puryear, Jr.
 Cum Laude 
Sara Dianne Roberts
 Summa Cum Laude 
Stephanie Marie Roembke  
Kandace Renee Royster  
Mary Elizabeth Samuels  
Kristen Michelle Satcher
 Cum Laude 
Jasmine Semone Scott
 Cum Laude  
Michael Olen Sears  
Jamie Reneé Slump  
Larry Lavon Tompkins
 Magna Cum Laude 
Lauren Nicole Tribo
 Magna Cum Laude 
Ryan Mark Wade  
John James Wages  
Jennifer Christie Waite  
Summerlyn Kay Wells  
Tina L. White  
Vanessa Emily Wright  
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College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
1:00 P.M. Ceremony
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
FACULTY MARSHALS
Jack N. Averitt College of Graduate Studies
Center for International Studies 
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
READERS
College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences
THE PLATFORM PARTY
ROBERT W. FERNEKES, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Information 
Services Librarian, Henderson Library
GREGORY W. HARWOOD, Ph.D., Professor, Music
CHRISTOPHER M. BROWN, Ph.D., Lecturer, International 
Studies
JACEK LUBECKI, Ph.D., Assistant Vice President, Academic 
Affairs and Director, International Studies
TRENTON J. DAVIS, Ph.D., Associate Professor and Director, 
Institute for Public and Nonprofit Studies
CHRISTINA POLICASTRO, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, 
Criminology and Criminal Justice
BRADLEY C. EDWARDS, Ph.D., Lecturer, Literature and 
Philosophy
STEVEN ELISHA, D.M.A., Associate Professor, Music
ELSIE T. HILL, M.F.A., Assistant Professor, Art
BROOKS A. KEEL, Ph.D., President
VIC REYNOLDS, J.D., District Attorney, Cobb County 
Judicial Circuit, Marietta, Georgia
JEAN E. BARTELS, Ph.D., Provost and Vice President for 
Academic Affairs
ROBERT L. WHITAKER, M.B.A., Vice President for Business 
and Finance
SALINDA A. ARTHUR, M.S., Vice President for University 
Advancement and President, Georgia Southern University 
Foundation
TERESA E. THOMPSON, Ph.D., Vice President for Student 
Affairs and Enrollment Management
STEVEN C. BURRELL, Ed.D., Vice President for Information 
Technology/Chief Information Officer
CHARLES E. PATTERSON, Ph.D., Vice President for 
Research and Economic Development and Dean, Jack N. 
Averitt College of Graduate Studies
RUSSELL T. KEEN, M.Ed., Vice President for Government 
Relations and Community Engagement
CURTIS E. RICKER, D.A., Dean, College of Liberal Arts and 
Social Sciences
PATRICIA B. HUMPHREY, Ph.D., Moderator, Faculty 
Senate
VELMA S. BURDEN, Ed.D., Registrar
AZELL M. FRANCIS, B.S., President, Student Government 
Association and Graduate Student, Applied Engineering
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*AUDIENCE PLEASE STAND
We would like to thank the ROTC Cadets and other Georgia Southern University volunteers for their assistance with today’s ceremony.
PROGRAM
*PROCESSIONAL
MACEBEARER
INTRODUCTION OF THE PRESIDENT
WELCOME
MEDITATION
INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
RECOGNITION OF EMERITUS FACULTY
CONFERRING OF GRADUATE DEGREES
RECOGNITION OF HONOR GRADUATES
CONFERRING OF UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES
*ALMA MATER
*RECESSIONAL
Pomp and Circumstance (Military March No. 1, Op. 39) by 
Edward Elgar
Performed by:  KARLA JAN ROCKER, D.M., Academic 
Services Professional and Adjunct Instructor, Music
PATRICIA B. HUMPHREY, Ph.D., Associate Professor, 
Mathematical Sciences 
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
DEAN RICKER
DEAN RICKER
MR. VIC REYNOLDS
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
DEAN PATTERSON
PROVOST BARTELS
PRESIDENT KEEL
PROVOST BARTELS
DEAN RICKER
SYDNEY JORDAN SEWELL, Graduating Senior, Bachelor of 
Music
Wedding Day at Troldhaugen by Grieg
Performed by:  KARLA JAN ROCKER, D.M., Academic 
Services Professional and Adjunct Instructor, Music
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JACK N. AVERITT COLLEGE OF GRADUATE STUDIES
Doctor of Psychology
Neil Patrick Martin
 B.S., University of Georgia, 2003
 Dissertation:  Aspects of the Self and Psychological
 Outcomes           
 Major Professor:  Jeffrey Klibert, Ph.D.
 
Doctor of Psychology
Preston M. Elder
 B.S., Georgia College & State University, 2006
 M.S., Augusta State University, 2008
 Dissertation:  The Development and Validation of a
 Multidimensional Measure of Academic Procrastination
 Major Professor:  Jeffrey Klibert, Ph.D.
Doctor of Psychology
Kylie Nicole Barefoot
 B.S., Georgia Southern University, 2009
 M.S., Georgia Southern University, 2012
 Dissertation:  Disclosure Experiences, Barriers to Care, and
 Women’s Health Risk Factors and Outcomes for Rural
 Lesbians
 Major Professor:  Bryant Smalley, Psy.D.
Doctor of Psychology
Jennifer Frost Barron
 B.A., Augusta State University, 2007
 M.S., Augusta State University, 2009
 Dissertation: Adult Attachment and Emotion Identification:
 A Cognitive Evaluation
 Major Professor: Thresa Yancey, Ph.D.
Doctor of Psychology
Brendan James McCollum
 B.S., Georgia Southern University, 2008
 M.S., Georgia Southern University, 2012
 Dissertation:  Violent Video Games and Symptoms of
 Distress and Trauma
 Major Professor: Thresa Yancey, Ph.D.
Doctor of Psychology
Amanda Rickard
 B.S., Eastern Kentucky University, 1999
 Psy.S., Eastern Kentucky University, 2003
 Dissertation:  Risk Factors and Psychological Outcomes for
 LGB Individuals Residing in Rural Areas
 Major Professor:  Thresa Yancey, Ph.D.
Master of Fine Arts
Art
Jason Wayne Walker
 B.F.A., Georgia Southern University, 2006
 M.A.T., Georgia Southern University, 2008
 Thesis:  Eleven Bullets: A Counter Assault on Subjectivity
 and the Creation of Meaning in Visual Communication
 Major Professor:  Santanu Majumdar, M.F.A.
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JACK N. AVERITT COLLEGE 
OF GRADUATE STUDIES
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Master of Arts 
Shannon Tracy Browning-Mullis  
Kenneth Bernard Burgess II  
Cameron Anne Clements  
Ashley Danielle Ellington  
Yanina A. Gendelman  
Hubert Jeremiah Gibson  
Robert Jerome Greene II  
Melanie Anne Hart  
Matthew Aaron Kleinsorge  
Kimberly Morgan Knipe  
Joseph P. Korwin  
Clayton Cory Lowe  
Matthew Allen Luke  
Thomas Jesus McIntyre  
Matthew H. Newberry  
Jason Alexander Parker  
Master of Music
DaShaun Corey McGee  
Seth Amaro Messier  
Megan Moore  
Amarylis Jenee Sueing  
Master of Public Administration
Whitney Denise Baker  
Joshua Barker  
Andrea Rochelle Bennett  
Ryan P. Butts  
Bradford Graham Carr  
Melissa Crenshaw Gillenwater  
Kimberly Ann Harp  
Jackeisha Hughes  
Amanda Kaye Kepshire  
Heath Jerome Lloyd  
Assana Magagi-Alio  
Rosine Mbuento Watat  
Jason Matthew Moon  
Judith Catoe Oglesby  
Master of Science
Lori A. Barfield  
Stephanie Chastang  
Timothy W. Curran  
Erin Elizabeth Lawson  
Danielle Elizabeth Seal  
Joseph Byron Todd  
Lisa C. Watson  
CENTER FOR 
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
Erica Nicole Baker  
Nadia Chebli  
Britnee Nicole Claxton  
Tyler Ryne Colopy  
Nancy Marie Culp  
Andrea Desalyn Gilbert-Williams  
Matthew Bryce Humphrey  
Imani Sheri Mitnaul  
Brad Stewart Moore  
Amber DeAnne Porter
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Ann Whitney Price  
Tracy Ligia Rendic  
Maria Guadalupe Serrato
 Cum Laude 
Julie Elizabeth Still
 Cum Laude 
Martha Kathleen Williams 
 Cum Laude 
Bachelor of Science 
Donald Craig Depew
Matthew Thomas Gorman  
Matthias Perry Hall
   Cum Laude 
Chloe Ann Senter
   Summa Cum Laude 
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS 
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts
Courtney Anne Ake  
Victor Ivez Andrade  
Tatyana Vanessa Arrington  
Aysha Marie Banks  
Joey J. Blackwell II  
Marcus Tyler Blount
 Summa Cum Laude 
Kentice Jerrod Brockington  
Kevin C. Brown  
Arthur Alvin Buff 
Jamellette Casiano  
Jesse Leandro Castillo  
Danielle Elizabeth Comer
 Cum Laude 
Brandon Anthony Costa  
Lee Davidson Cumbee  
Chareice D’Archiville  
Timothy Scott Dardy  
Hope D. Darrisaw  
Pamela De La Rosa  
Ray Andrew Delva  
Meredith Dianne Dobson  
Chase Brock Dorminy  
Alex Emerson Downie  
Tori Analythea Druilhet  
Alyson Denise Elam  
Darlene Bassey  Etuk  
Benjamin Chase Farmer  
Andrew Jordan Farris  
Brendon Robert Folsom  
Anna Louise Ford  
William Chason Forehand  
Jordan Kenneth Fowler  
Nicolas Bryan Freeman  
Angel Elizabeth Fuller  
Robby Ray Gadd
 Cum Laude 
Billy Angelo Garcia  
Alexander Bradshaw Garner  
Veronica Joyce Glasson  
Tiffany Migñon Hagans  
Heath Hal Hall  
Gerra Jewel Harmon  
Nicholas Allen Harris  
Shauntay Lashea Harris  
Stacy Elizabeth Hattaway  
Brittani Krystin Hill  
Hudson Michael Holley  
Phillip Christopher Howard  
Charles Shane Howell  
Megan Corrin Humphries  
Brittany Nicole Jackson  
Cole Henry Jackson  
Haley Kristen Jackson  
Robert E. Jameson  
Olivia Francisco Janiak  
Amanda Lyn Johnson  
Kaitlyn Sarah Johnson
 Magna Cum Laude 
Nicholas Michael Johnson  
Kalynn Lisa Jones  
Sha’ron Elizabeth Jones  
Stephen Nicholas Kilgore
Morgan Taylor Koon
 Cum Laude
Tracey Edward Lawrence, Jr.  
Andrew Benson Leuenberger  
Tasha Anna Lund  
Christopher Jacob Markel  
Charles Lofton Martin  
Quincy Thomas Martin  
Jessamine Marietta Mauney  
LaNesha Anetté McCann  
Martinique Jeanee McCrory  
Casey Lee McGinnis  
Christina McKelvey  
David Paul McLeod  
Jamal B. Mentor  
Dartanion Rashaad Middlebrooks  
Jeremy Ejike Moh  
Derek Ellis Moore  
Bridget Lynn Morningstar
 Magna Cum Laude 
Ethan Keith Morris  
Lydia Brooke Morris  
James Matheson Morton  
Erika Danielle Mosley  
Tabitha Desmond Nalley  
Chaise W. Norfleet  
Stephen Tyler Normandia  
Marco Ricardo Osorio Medrano  
Rupam Yogesh Patel  
Laura Valeria Pedraza  
Carolina Elizabeth Perez
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Daniel Joseph Petty  
Benjamin Adam Phillips  
Mary Thomas Pickett  
LaCheryl Paige Pinkney  
Everett Garod Pressley  
Justin Leon Price  
Carlos Armando Pugh  
Brandon Lee Purvis  
Walter Alfredo Rivas  
Jerrod Bryan Roberts  
Pearl Marie Robles  
Laena Onyett Rodriguez  
Evan Rollins  
Kennedy Caitlin Rousseau  
Yavaria Renata  Ryan
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Donna Elisha Sanders  
Victoria Anne Simpson  
Aaron Michael Smith  
Bethany Lynn Smith  
Austin Hunter Spivey  
Robert Patrick Thomas Spurgeon 
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Andrew Gregory Stankiewicz  
 Magna Cum Laude 
Ashlee Elisabeth Sullivan  
Victoria Frances Suozzo  
Brian Charles Taylor  
Andrew Lee Thiem  
Dontonio Davonta Thomas  
Justin Matthew Toyer  
Julia Brooke Welch  
Kenneth Charles Welcome  
Eric D. Wiley  
Christopher Henry Williams  
Ambrey Hampton Wilson
 Summa Cum Laude 
Jametria Breana Wilson  
Nickolas Kevin Windham  
Lillian Lavencia Wingate  
Caitlin Elisabeth Woodie
 Cum Laude 
Stephanie Leigh Wynn
 Cum Laude 
Matthew James Yesner  
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Lois Faith Harvey  
Ahmad Sule Kromah  
Johnesia Latay Lucas  
Whitney Anne Reddish  
Haley Jordan Tam
 Magna Cum Laude 
William Matthew Veal
 Magna Cum Laude 
Connor Mattingly Wathen  
Bachelor of General Studies
Christopher Michael Adams  
Samuel Oluwaseun Adebiyi  
Brian Aaron Appling  
Madeleine Anne Aseron  
Christopher R. Baggarly  
Johntae Pear’ree Banks  
Jordan Knox Barnes  
Rachel Erica Bean  
Debra Kay Beasley
 Summa Cum Laude 
Dechanta Rashena Benning  
Colin Owen Berry  
Ashley Clarisa Bolden  
Christopher Thomas Bond  
James Hunter Briggs  
Kevin James  Broderick  
Jamie Dewayne Brown  
Tokia Shea Brown  
Terri Smith Burnette  
Shanieca Shanaye Bush  
Rotravis Lakwan Butler  
Dorian Lucion Byrd  
Nadia Charmane Campbell  
Stormi Taylor Childs  
Jonathan Caleb Clauson-Hughes 
Rodney Bernard Cofield  
Tracie Michelle Coney  
Brenton Rhoshun Copeland  
Robert William Copeland  
Shawn Michael Crawford  
Trelisa Leigh Cross  
Joshua Ruy Crowe  
Jerome Martice Davis  
Ean Lee Days  
Sarah Hammond Eve DeLoach  
 Magna Cum Laude 
Lauren Ashley Dieringer  
Lindsey Marie Downs  
Jordane Elise Driskell  
Sherri Rene Dukes  
Jordan Danielle Eastis  
Enrique Jose Espada  
Cameron Jabari Everson  
Christopher Robert Geary  
Courtnie Amanda Gillis  
Lonna C. Glisson  
Shelby Marie Godbee  
Louis C. Graham  
Arthur Green III  
Scott Aaron Greenhut  
DeKindra Camille Grier  
Caleb Isaiah Griffin  
Tyler Steven Grundmann  
Brenda B. Hamilton  
Cynthia Sherise Harper  
Charles Clinton Hays  
Eli Joseph Hodges  
Joe Edward Howell, Jr.  
Jack Keith Hubbard  
Ryan Chancellor Hughes  
Christian Adam Humber  
Jo-Tillie Ann Humphries  
Cynthia Moseley Hurst  
Brandon Lavon Jackson  
Jessica J’Nai Jackson  
Kenzie Curtis Johnson  
Precious Page Johnson  
Kristen Marie Johnston  
Brandi Linette Joiner  
Lakeisha  Shanae Jones  
Robert Andrew Kellum IV  
Medinah Sama La Fleur  
Frances Elizabeth LaFoy  
Charlene Santrese Lane  
Ethan Joseph LaPan  
Randalla Chanel Lawrence  
Christian Alexander Lewis  
Dantriez Marquie Ligon  
Justine Taiana Liva  
Alexander Ryan Mahncke  
Shannon Marie Martin  
Quittney Quantae Mayes  
Daniel Monroe McAlhany  
Madia Anne McKeithen  
Cecilia Marie Mendoza  
Hamel B. Mesfin  
Mark Anthony Milligan  
Miranda Kelsey Minick  
Liane Alexandra Mitchell  
Lindsey Helen Moore  
Brandi Elaine Morgan  
Sabrena Maureen Morris  
Kevin Lee Morton
 Magna Cum Laude 
Daniel David Mould  
Ashley Terrence Nagbe  
Breana Denise Newell  
Jacob Lee Newell  
Aleica Lani North  
Brittany Michelle Odom  
Haley Elizabeth Orrie  
John Thomas Pearson  
Jessica Hanson Peek  
Carol Sue Petrovich 
 Magna Cum Laude 
Tammy Spivey Phillips
 Magna Cum Laude 
Amber Elise Pitts  
Kayla Alyse Poitevint  
Carlos Akeem Powell  
William Foresman Powell  
Marquvis Deontate Prescott  
Brent Allen Pugh  
Kevin Wade Purvis  
Angie Marie Tucker Reddish
 Cum Laude 
Deondra Sharee Richardson  
Kirvin Kieta Roberts  
Lauren Ashley Sawyer  
William Anthony Seward  
Kelley Brooke Shaw  
Johnathan Allen Shultz  
Nicholas Frank Shurling  
Corrine Yvonne Sims  
Kendra LeAnn Sowell  
Robin Cannon Spitler  
Tanaja Cornelia Stanton  
Malquom H. Stoudmire  
Reginald Dean Sullivan II  
Larry Vergis Taylor  
Shaletia Shuntez Thacker  
Ashley Latrese Thomas  
Joanna Thompson  
Theresa Marie Thornburg  
Tonya Rhena Trudell-Butler  
Melissa Nicole Tydings  
Adi Vaknin  
Morgan Marie Vrooman  
Michelle Maria Walker  
Jessica Layne Walters  
Clifford McCline Ward  
Lavelle Armond Westbrooks  
Megan Christa Wheeless  
La Tasha Nicole White  
Destini R. Williams  
Jacquelyn Nicole Williams  
Rashad Cortez Williams  
John Turner Witt  
Jessica Desiree Woofter  
Melanie Diane Yacobucci  
Bachelor of Music
Brittany Lee Coughlin  
Joshua Levi DeVane  
Meredith Rose Dowse
 Magna Cum Laude 
Matthew Scot Elste  
Ariel J. Hodges  
Molly Elizabeth Hynes  
Jessica Lavonne Pruitt  
Benny Tyler Ratliff
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Ashley Nicole Rivera  
Sydney Jordan Sewell
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Anthony Paul Shelton  
Patrick Will Smith  
Mark C.A. Turnquest, Jr.  
Bachelor of Science
Hunter Scott Adams  
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Joshua Alvarado  
Asia K. Anderson  
Kathryn L. Bailey  
Michael Cameron Bailey  
Kiley Chandler Barrett  
Lindsey Ann Beazley  
Stefany Lee  Bornman  
Kara Kristine Bowling  
Kenyatta September Braggs  
Destiny Shae Brooks  
Kendra Nicole Brooks  
Sarah Elizabeth Brooks  
Thomas Jeffrey Browne  
Teco Perez Browning  
Courtney Diane Bryan  
Joshua Taylor Bunting  
Lauren Ashley Burchfield  
Dacia Jade Cannady  
Candace Alexandria Canty 
 Cum Laude 
Jakyla Javonne Carter  
Mahogany Alek Chambers  
Shareen Amarka Clement  
Sara Catherine Coats  
Karen Madison Cobb  
Kylie Eileen Coffey  
Zakyra Kionna Colvin  
Donald Judson Conkle  
Joshua Allen Corley  
Bailey Collins Correll  
Nina Kate Cowart  
Lauren Olivia Creel  
Brandon Dale Cyprien  
Matthew Gabriel D’La Rotta  
Erin Denise Daniels  
Briana Elizabeth Davis
Jordan Thomas Chapman Davis  
Jada S. Dozier-Johnson  
Beth Ann Driggers  
Brandon Patrick Dunn  
Benton Bradley Dutcher  
Marcus Bernard Duvall  
Teresa Hall Dyches  
Tawanda LaShay Farley  
Hulania Rachelle Farmer  
Matthew Ryan Farmer  
Stephanie Marie Fitzgerald  
Hannah Elizabeth Fletcher  
Brittany Jamila Flowers
 Cum Laude 
Kathryn Brent Franks  
Kirstin Fredrick  
Harleigh Mabel Gahan
 Magna Cum Laude 
Adrienne Nichol Glover
 Cum Laude 
Briana Elise Green
 Magna Cum Laude 
 University Honors Program Scholar
Jené Alesia Hall
 Cum Laude 
Jordin Symoné Hall  
Shauntel J. Hall
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Dana Michelle Harrington  
Pamela Marie Harris
 Cum Laude 
Ryan John Henderson  
Brooke Julia Hendrix  
Shanice Nichelle Hester  
Shakeem Samuel Holloway 
Ashley Jennae Horton  
Tavidee Tevandel Hoskins  
Demetrice Sandell Howard  
Alexandra Nicole Hyman  
Marie Halimatu Ibrahim  
Cameron Jamaal Jackson  
Erin-Symone Jackson  
Wyketa Rachelle Jackson  
Brandon M. Janco  
Christian Daniel Johnson  
Jessica L. Johnson  
Kameron Elizabeth Johnson
 Cum Laude 
Shukia R. Jones  
Elhom Marjory Karbassi 
Elizabeth Anne Kicklighter  
Chelsea Jeneé  King  
Joseph Anthony Lamay
 Cum Laude 
Briana Shanedra Lane  
Amanda Michelle Lawler  
James V. Lewis  
Lauren Marie Lopez  
Morgan Jan Lothridge  
Jacqueline Renee Luby  
Jessica Kathleen Luke  
Meghan Julee Madison  
Larry Outland Marsh  
Hall Alexander Martin III  
Javonte Rashay Martin  
Brieanna Charlene May  
Samantha Isabella Ametter McCrae  
Charles Jackson McGahee  
Natkrysha T. McGarity  
Carla Shea Metts
 Magna Cum Laude 
Allie Sherrol Miles  
Lauren Lee Miller 
Nelson Mitchell Miller
 Cum Laude 
Kanesha Michelle Moody  
Liana Francis Moran
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Andrew Carter Moreland  
Melissa Re’Nee Morgan  
Megan Elise Muccillo
 Cum Laude 
Christa Marie Murray
 Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Margaret Olivia Nelson  
Shane Sheley Nelson  
Matthew Stephen Newcome  
Taylor Anne Nold
 Cum Laude 
Thomas Patrick O’Donnell 
Mallory Grier O’Hara 
Michael Thomas O’Leary 
Julie Rosemary Odom-Dixon
 Summa Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Lacey Alexandra Oellerich  
Rebecca Kathryn Ogletree  
Patricia L. Olsen  
Beverly I. Onwualu  
Kevin Peter Owens  
Arielle Brianna Page  
James Gregory Paul  
Rebecca K. Pollack
 Cum Laude 
Gabriel A. Quintero  
Rishaun Giles Redguard  
Erika Blair Reed 
Khrysta NaChelle Robinson 
Richard Taylor Rockett  
Madison Tate Roesel  
Kelly Kristine Rose  
Hunter Cole Sadler  
 Britny M. Sadowski  
Micaiah Faith Sanders  
Ariel Marcie Sapp
 Summa Cum Laude 
Atia Jamillia Scott 
DeVanté J. Scott  
Devin R. Scott  
Crystal Reneé Seabrooks  
Aleshia Shanel Sealey  
Dhara Rohit Shah 
 Magna Cum Laude 
Ayanna I. Shaheed  
Jodi-Ann Simone Simpson  
Ella Marie Sims
 Cum Laude 
Samantha Marie Skipper  
Ashley Ann Smith  
Javoni Amaya Smith  
Olivia Michelle Latimore Smith  
Qwuaticia Sequan Smith  
Courtnée Nicole Speigner  
Lydia Allie Sprayberry  
Michael Christopher Starling  
Keenan Mechail Starr  
Jessica Leigh Stewart
 Cum Laude 
Richard Melton Stewart  
William Brian Stone  
Kyle Stacey Stroud  
Logan Ashley Stubbs  
Ashley Gaw Sweinhart  
Jauntel Avetra Taffe  
Mary Suzanne Taylor  
Kristian Nicole Terrell  
Taylor DeAnne Thomas
 Magna Cum Laude
 University Honors Program Scholar
Christopher Brett Tillman  
Aarian Paige Tipton  
Nicolasa Annette Torres  
Sara Elizabeth Turner  
Megan Marie Uritescu  
Jose Raul Valladares Pavon  
Jonathan Kyle Van Drunen 
Samaria Faith Vincent  
Yannick Asad Vinson  
Lucrecia Dolandys Waller  
Martin Stephenson Weathers  
Casey Leigh Weems  
Melinda Leigh Wertz  
Candis Janae White  
Saige Tristan White  
Brandon Ty’Riz Williams  
Kristian Adele Wood  
Chelsea Dawn Wright 
 Cum Laude 
Dakota Wayne Wright  
Cody James Yarbrough  
Megan Elizabeth Yenney  
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Demi Nicole Youngblood  
Carolyn Frances Zabski  
Albert Kendall Zimmerman 
 
Bachelor of Science in Graphic 
Communications Management
Justin Tyler Alderman
Dorena Michelle Justice
Kristin Amber Miller
Eriko Terri Smith
Brittany Kionna Stevenson
Rebekah Lauren Thompson
 Cum Laude 
Bachelor of Science in Justice Studies
Franck Anzara  
Cierra M. Baxter  
Jeffrey Brannen Beasley  
Bryan Castillo
 Cum Laude 
Candace Kamaya Cooper  
Daryl Llewellyn Cowins  
Milton Dockins III  
Joseph Narl Duvall  
Shatava Diniqua S. Fennell  
Sarah Elizabeth Forrester  
Katheryn Lynn Foskey  
Cody Scott Graham  
Rachel Williams Harris  
Timothy Lee Hillard  
Xavier Jardan Holmes  
Tiffany Lacora Hood  
Laqetria Monique Jordan  
Mario Alberto Juarez  
Andrew Blake Lewis  
Brandon Rashad Lewis  
April Alicia Lowe  
Alexandria Delores Mann  
Eric Michael McGlamery  
John David Miles, Jr.  
Brandon Michael Newell  
Kayla Blair Phillips  
Emily Brooke Pye 
Zingha Ama Pyne  
Cherrelle D. Ray  
Kahla Nicole Rodela  
Andrew Maxwell Rollins  
Rebecca L. Rouse  
Shatai Lyntrice Saxton  
Kenneth Joseph Schrader III  
Brian Douglas Smith  
Jessica Marie Teegarden  
Shanerra Latiqua Tompkins  
Tara Nicole Toole  
Shamyla Nicole Vereen  
Brittany Alisha Waters  
Ashton K. Wilkerson  
Jasmine Chonte Wilkson  
Kia Symone Williams  
Jessica L. Williamson  
Stephanie Leigh  Wynn
 Cum Laude 
Scott Alexander Yates  
Lakeisha Zhanelle Young  
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 “Freedom” 
is a non-releasable American Bald Eagle permitted to Georgia Southern University
Center for Wildlife Education & Lamar Q Ball, Jr. Raptor Center
Today, Georgia Southern University acknowledges the 
remarkable achievements of our graduates and celebrates 
a popular and enduring commencement tradition with the 
appearance of Freedom, our American Bald Eagle mascot. 
Freedom’s arrival during the singing of the Georgia Southern 
Alma Mater signifies the conclusion of the commencement 
ceremony. He serves not only as an ambassador for wildlife, 
but as an iconic reminder of the strength and majesty of our 
nation.
Freedom is a male Southern bald eagle that was found 
knocked out of the nest in Maitland, Florida. Only weeks old 
and appearing like a “brown ball of fuzz,” it was discovered 
that the young eagle had an injury to his beak and suffered 
from an infection. Rushed to the Florida Audubon Center 
for Birds of Prey, Freedom made a complete recovery from 
the infection, but the injury to his beak was permanent, 
preventing his release into the wild.  With the permission 
of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Georgia 
Southern acquired Freedom in 2004. 
Through the Georgia Southern University Center for 
Wildlife Education and Lamar Q Ball, Jr. Raptor Center, 
thousands of visitors young and old are embraced by the 
power of Freedom.  Freedom is one of three American Bald 
Eagles housed at the 18-acre sanctuary, located in the heart 
of Georgia Southern’s campus. The Center also contains 
numerous species of native raptors, reptiles and amphibians.
For more information, visit:  www.GeorgiaSouthern.edu/
wildlife.
Did You Know? 
•	 The bald eagle is found only in North America.
•	 The bald eagle became the official symbol of the United 
States of America in 1782.  
•	 Georgia Southern University adopted the eagle as its 
symbol in 1960. 
•	 The bald eagle owes its name to the Middle English term 
“balled,” meaning “shining white.” The adult bald eagle’s 
head and neck feathers are all white, giving it the name 
“balled eagle,” meaning “white eagle.”
•	 The bald eagle has a wingspan of 6-8 ft., and makes its 
home along coastlines and large bodies of fresh water.
•	 Eagles are mature at five years of age.  
•	 Eagles require a 25-mile hunting territory and appear to 
mate for life (can live as long as 50 years).  
•	 Forty years ago, the bald eagle was nearing extinction with 
just 417 nesting pairs of birds known in the United States.  
Today, the bird has made a remarkable comeback and is 
now off the Endangered Species List. 
•	 In 1983, no nesting pair of eagles could be found in 
Georgia.  Today, Georgia has more than 177 known 
nesting pairs throughout the state.
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